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The Party's Over—Late Night Peters Out
BY JENNIFER ALSFACH
Senior Copy Editor

be one of the many fraternities not allowed to conduct "Late Nights."

AUCEYAMADA

Students Surprised...

Closings All Over Campus

BY MICHAEL BRADLEY
Copy Editor

Despite an unusually mild
winter, campus officials say the
renovation of Vernon St. maybe
stalled until mid-April. The
project, which began December
19th, is an effort to increase student safety on a road plagued
by high-speed traffic.
Although the road is now
closed, there is much work yet
to be completed. The road has
been closed at the corner of
Broad and Vernon but the parking lot located there will not be
affected.
"There's not much more we
can do until the spring," said
John Woolley, director of Facilities Management, Planning and
Services. Woolley said that most
of the work on Vernon St. was

college must tie up some storm
drains at the west end of the
closure before planting grass.
The $30,000 closing of
Vernon St..is a large step in
increasing student safety on
campus. The director of Campus Safety, Brian Kelly, said
there has been a noticeable decrease in high speed traffic and
automotive vandalism since
the street was closed.
"I'm optimistic about the
results," Kelly said. "We've had
a lot of positive comments from
students." The reduced traffic
is a welcome change for students en route to morning
. classes who must cross Vernon
Street. Kelly also said there has
not been one incident of vandalism on the street since December 19th.
George Guertin has lived

been eradicated.
Although no master plan
has been made for Vernon St.,
Woolley said the college will
explore ways to make the street
more pleasant for pedestrian
traffic. The college is now responsible for trash collection,
road maintenance, and the enforcement of traffic violations.
please turn to page 6

Last Friday afternoon several students approached Dean
of Students David Winer, yelling
because they had just heard that
there would be no more "late
nights" allowed. Thursday the
Dean of Students office decided
that it was time to enforce the
rule banning after hours parties.
When some of the fraternities
found out that afternoon, it
prompted negative responses
about being forced to end these
late parties. Matthew Warner
'95, Vice President of Alpha Delta
Phi (AD), even commented,
"doesn't this smell like communism?"
It seems that on Thursday,
Associate Dean of Students Kirk
Peters, in consultation with Dean
Winer, decided that it was time
to crack down on the fraternity
parties taking place after 1 AM
on weekdays and 2 AM. on weekends. As both deans pointed out,
this was not a change in policy,
but the enforcement of a rule
which had been in the College
Regulations for about 25 years.
The Trinity College Handbook
states that "all indoor parties
must end... by 1:00 AM. Sunday
through Thursday and 2:00 AM.
Friday and Saturday" (pg. 105,
1994-5 Student Handbook).
Dean Peters informed some
of the fraternities both through
an afternoon meeting with fraternity presidents and personal
visits to a few of the houses, that

if their organization violated this
rule, after the first offense, they
would lose all social privileges
for the equivalent of one semester. Upon subsequent violations,
disciplinary action might be
taken against the individual organization officers hosting these
events.
According to Dean Winer,
it was two dangerous incidents
late last semester which acted as
the catalysts sparking this sudden crackdown. Director of
Campus Safety, Brian Kelly,
described the events as two alcohol related fights, one on November 23rd atPsiUpsilon(PsiU) and one on December 9th at
Delta Psi (St. Anthony's Hall).
In each case, the fighting was so
severe that one student had to
be taken to the hospital with
minor injuries. These incidents,
in conjunction with several confidential reports of harassment
and abuse having taken place at
late night parties, convinced the
Dean of Student's office that now
was the time to demand enforcement of the ban.
Dean Peters added that they
were "tired of having to shut
down 'late nights' when they
(the sponsoring fraternities)
know that the parties aren't supposed to be happening."
While some students were
very upset by the new enforcement. Dean Winer defended the
decision by emphasizing the
need of those members of the
community who want to party
please turn to page 6

The plan is to plant grass at the newly closed
end of Vernon St. and extend new sections of
sidewalk and fence across the closure.
done over the winter break and
has since halted.
The plan is to plant grass at
the newly closed end of Vernon
St. and extend new sections of
sidewalk and fence across the
closure. However, Woolley said,
the city will not issue a sidewalk
permit to the college until March.
In addition to this delay, the

on Vernon St. since 1951. He is
the last private resident on the
street and says the closing of the
street has been an enjoyable
change. "I really can't say anythingbadaboutit/'hesaid. "It's
been great." In the past, Guertin
said he had problems with students parking in his driveway.
Now, the problems have all but

The newly erected gate in the Mather Driveway blocks access to the inner campus.
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Editorial
this space Justin and I could have criticized
iy number of things. We could have taken up
issue with the Administration's handling of the "Late
Night" policy — how it's forcing students to leave
campus. We could have parodied Dean Peters' voice
mail messages — his seeming attempt to become
Trinity College's Social Director. Or we could have
berated any number of other "flaws" of the college.
Instead, we would like to congratulate the staff of
The Tripod in a job well done. This is not the best paper
that we've ever put out, but this might well be our best
staff. From Chuck — our over achieving Budget
Director who has found more advertising than we
know what tado with — to Kevin and Caroline who
stayed in the office until 6:00 AM in order to put
together their first ever News section. It takes well
over 80 man hours to put out the paper that you see
each week, and while there are still some rough edges,
we are confident that in the coming weeks we will be
able to work through them. Justin and I can only hope
that the spirit and enthusiasm of the entire staff remain as high — it makes it a pleasure to devote this
much time each week.
Next week we will be back to criticizing some
other aspect of the campus, as that is in part the role of
a college newspaper. But we hope that the staff
continues to realize how much they are needed and
appreciated.
M R p

Wtinitp jfc Crtpob
Matthew B. Prince '96

Justin M. Van Etten'%
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Trinity Student Challenges
Evan Dobelle To Commit
To the Editor:.

position. English described Gereryin the
following way: "He is eloquent, he is
Asastudent of Trinity College,lfeel energetic, he is prudent, he is frugal, but
a mixed sense of excitement and relief most of all he has vision."
now that Evan Dobelle has been named
Despite all of these apparently posias our 18th President. Finally, it appears tive characteristics held by Gerety, Trinthat Trinity is ready to resume the mis- ity was fooled. In retrospect we can see
sion to reestablish itself as a premiere that he really did have "vision" — but it
liberal arts college that began five years was vision of himself forwarding his caago with Tom Gerety.
reer. The truth was that he never did
Unfortunately, this mission was in- commit to Trinity. He was a pure polititerrupted by the unforeseen circum- cian who manipulated the Trinity Colstances that arose this past year with lege presidency to further his personal
Gerety's announcement that he was re- political ambitions.
signing his position as President of TrinIt is from this ordeal that we mainity College in exchange for the same po- tain a somewhat skeptical attitude tosition at Amherst College.
wards President-elect Dobelle. It is no
It has been almost a year since Tom secret that we do not want the same
Gerety abruptly divorced himself from situation to arise with Dobelle as it did
Trinity, but because of the efforts of with Gerety.
Borden Painter, the acting interim presiAt this point in its history Trinity
dent, the transition from Gerety to needs a leader who will separate his
Dobelle has generally been a smooth one. duties as Trinity President from politics
I can honestly say that the campus's ini- and will focus the entirety of his efforts
tial anger towards Gerety has subsided towards the institution and the commuwith time, and any residual backlash nity that hired him.
from his departure has largely died out.
However, mere is one sentiment that The truth was that [Gerety]
still lingers because of our experience
never did commit to Trinwith Gerety — skepticism.
While we have put Tom Gerety be- ity. He was a pure politihind us, our experience with him taught
us an important lesson about the rela- cian who manipulated the
tionship between academic administra- Trinity College presidency
tion and politics.
When Gerety was first named as to further his personal
Trinity's president, he unequivocally political ambitions.
stated: "I have promised the [Presidential Search] Board that I would stay for
Undoubtedly, DobeEe is qualified
ten years and that I would not go for any for the job. Dobelle has a varied and
other job." Although this statement in- experienced background in both politics
sinuated that he had higher aspirations, and academic administration. His most
we naively assumed that he would fulfill notable political endeavors include his
his promise. But then, like a true politi- election as Mayor of Pittsfield, Massacian, he reneged on his promise to the chusetts in 1975, his appointment as U.S.
College with the bulk of his responsibili- Chief of Protocol for the Carter Adminties and goals left unfinished.
istration in 1977 and his service as finanConsequently, the lasting percep- cial chairman of the Carter-Mondale retion that we have of Gerety is one of election team in 1979.
deception. Gerety made us believe that
He also has experience in academic
he was committed to Trinity when he administration. He served as the Presiwas inaugurated here. He talked of mak- dent of Middlesex College in Lowell,
ing Trinity great again. He talked of Massachusetts and he is currently servfortifying Trinity's relationship with the ing as Chancellor of the City College
City of Hartford.
system of San Francisco. Because of his
He seemed like the perfect candi- background it is apparent that he is cadate for the j ob of leading Trinity into the pable of fulfilling the duty of President.
21stcentury. The administration thought
It is also apparent from his comso too, as Gerety was the unanimous ments that he really wants to be at Trinchoice to succeed James English, the ity. When pressed for his reaction to
former Trinity president who retired in being named as Trinity's 18th President,
1989. Even English himself, believed he stated: "One could not be more honthat Gerety was an ideal choice for the ored to be here." When questioned about
his commitment to the college, he explained: "[Trinity] is not a place you go
on from... this is a place you come to...
." When asked about his desire to live on
the Trinity campus, he stated: "I think it
is very important for the president of this
institution to be available. "
But despite the congeniality of his
answers, we cannot help but feel wary of
Dobelle's actual commitment to Trinity.
Do not misunderstand, for we all share a
sense of enthusiasm about the prospects
ofanewcollegeleader. After all, Dobelle
Bistro Jane!
has said all the right things and has
Chanting Student Section At Tufts
reassured us that he has dedicated himGame.
self to making Trinity the best possible
SNOW!
college it can be.
Members of the Presidential Search
Committee have spoke highly of Dobelle
and have reassured us that he is a worthy
man for the duty he was chosen to fulfill.
More Wesleyan £ tddents Than
However, for those of us in the Trinity
Trinity Tuesday Game
community who witnessed the Gerety
Bistro sandwiches got smaller (but
era, we have heard these kind of statewe're sure Jane had nothing to do
ments before.
with it).
All of us here expect Dobelle to honor
his commitment.

The Good,
The Bad...
...And The Ugly

t ',"l •

• School

Sincerely,
Clayton Siegert'96
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An open letter to Alfred Koeppei:

Alumna Criticizes Administration's Presidential Choice
Dear Mr. Koeppel:
I understand you are greatly devoted to the college and you work hard
in the chairmanship. Despite your efforts, I must tell you that I differ seriously with your decisions. Your vision
of the college's future is, apparently,
profoundly different from mine.
Specifically, I am disappointed with
your selection of a president to lead our
alma mater. I am also embarrassed,
angry and dismayed by the choice. You
did not ask for an opinion of Mr.
Dobelle's qualifications as a candidate,
so I can now only register my opinion in
limited ways.
First, I am cancelling further contributions to the college. I faxed this
decision to Neil Day. Second, I will
withdraw from the college's alumni interviewing program. (How can I recommend Trinity to the sort of students I
want to see enrolled?) Third, I am writing this letter explaining my views and
I will send copies to interested others.
Over the years there have been episodic rays of hope and some evidence
that Trinity College was wending its
way upwards toward higher levels of
quality (in areas such as student selectivity, campus life, and faculty prominence).
Your presidential choice abruptly
reverses that direction. In my opinion
his background is largely unsuitable for
Trinity and contrary to the goals I support for the college. Neither degrees in

education and public administration nor
experiences in cily and community colleges are sufficient preparation for leading what is, or has been, one of the finer
small liberal arts colleges.
It is, of course, true that I haven't
met Mr. Dobelle and I, therefore, rely
entirely on your announcement letter for
his qualifications. I was not asked to list
the qualities I believe a president of Trinity should have but, then, I never supposed you might require instruction. I
was also bothered by your crass appeal
to authority (the naming of Jimmy Carter
and Frederick Starr). Such appeals are
the equivalent of a professional athlete's
endorsement of some hair grooming
product.
Beyond that, does the board seriously propose that Trinity—or any other
good college for that matter—needs a
leader whose '15 minutes of fame' has
been acquired as chief of protocol in the
White House? White House experience
is questionable enough as a qualification
for college presidency but, for heaven's
sake, chief of protocol for Jimmy Carter?
And being chief financial officer of the
DNC is not much of a recommendation
either, and even less so in recent years.
You distilled Mr. Dobelle's careerlong, all-encompassing insight on education with the singular phrase, "America
needed to do a better job of educating
good citizens." This is surely too banal
even for those steeped in educationism
and p.c. lingo. You went on to recommend his candidacy because Middlesex

C.C. is now "on the map," thanks to Mr.
Dobelle. Middlesex C.C. may be on a
map but it is not on my map nor is it on
the maps of anyone else I know in higher
education.
During my life I have developed
some expertise m investment strategy,
and I have applied it successfully to my
work in academia, finance, the arts, and
writing. I have concluded that Trinity

eral arts teaching. My daughter Lisa
received her degree form Trinity, Phi
Beta Kappa, and went on to take an
M.Phil. in Russian at Oxford. TheKoenig
family, has invested much in Trinity and
Trinity has also invested in us. It is
depressing to see the board prepare to
forfeit a tradition we have valued.
I suspect the board's decision to
make a turnaround in presidential quali-

I was also bothered by your crass appeal to authority (the
naming of Jimmy Carter and Frederick Starr). Such
appeals are the equivalent of a professional athlete's endorsement of some hair grooming product.
College is a poor investment opportunity. I believe this because there is now
a likelihood that it will "stop doing or
seriously alter doing those things it has
always done best. Would you buy Tiffany stock if the company had hired as its
new CEO, say, the manager of a hugely
successful 7-11 store in New Bedford?
The hypothetical question is as valid in
the reverse.
Although the decision I have made
is difficult, I have been uneasy for years
about certain trends at the college (e.g.,
the derisive comment about Trinity's
abandonment of course requirements
made in the WSJ some years ago). My
father graduated from Trinity and later
received a Ph.D. from Yale. Trinity gave
him an honorary degree, in part, because
he had carried forward the ideals of lib-

fications has much to do with Hartford's
urban encroachment (to put it politely)
and all of the good and not so good
aspects of that as well as the rejection the
board felt from Tom Gerety's rude departure. I have not been unsympathetic
to making the college a greater part of the
community and vice versa. I have been
supportive of moving students into the
community, providing it is a genuinely
beneficial learning and research experience for those students. I believe this can
be /could have been accomplished while
improving overall education, faculty
quality and admissions standards. None
of these objectives, unfortunately, was
mentioned or implied in your letter.
Sincerely yours,
Karl P. Koenig

Students Comment On The Closing Of Vernon Street
To The Editor:
Each election year, the media floods
the airwaves with reasons why each
American of legal age should exercise his
right to vote. The most compelling of all
these reasons is the fact that if one does
not vote, he may someday lose the right
to do so.
I believe it would be tragic to wake
up one morning and be told that I was no
longer allowed to vote because I had not
done so in three years. Despite this tragedy, it seems only logical that this loss
would be through fault of my own. Such
is the case with the closing of Vernon

We have not had a reason
to seek entertainment elsewhere. Perhaps, Trinity
campus is becoming more
closed because that is what
the students want.
Street.
I have overheard, been involved in,
and initiated conversations concerning
the closing of Vernon Street. The overwhelming sentiment seems to be that the
closing creates a more closed and separated campus. I agree. However, when
discussing this decision, one must take
caution when placing blame for this separation.
In my three semesters at Trinity,
I have been into the city of Hartford less
then a dozen times. I would suspect
many students on this campus have been
there less. Trinity has always, at least to
me, seemed like a very self contained
campus. With fraternity parries every
weekend, late nights every night, and
the local bars, why would a student want
to leave Camp Trin Trin?
The simple answer is that he would
notwantto leave. Since I have been here,
the students of this college have isolated
themselves from the surrounding communityincludingthe inner-city. Wehave
not had a reason to seek entertainment

elsewhere. Perhaps, Trinity is becoming
more closed because that is what the
students want. Much like the man who
didn't " Rock the Vote," and lost his
right to do so, perhaps we ha ve given up
our right to maintain an open campus.
The problem with this closed campus attitude is fast becoming a major
issue. As we could always find entertainment on campus, we had no need to
leave. However, in the semesters ahead,
Trinity may be faced with new obstacles
which are certain to hinder our once self
contained campus. For the record, none
of the following decisions have been
made, and the conclusions drawn from
them are mere speculation.
If the fraternity and sorority systems are phased out, then there will be a
serious decrease in the amount of on
campus parties. Along the same lines, if
late nights are permanently banned, we
will find an even less number of parties.
The fact is, if these proposals go through,
we will need to go of campus.
We are all guilty of not utilizing our
surroundings. Unfortunately, this neglect is going to catch up to us soon.
Perhaps the campus is becoming more
closed, but it is through our own fault. I
urge students to go into Hartford more
often and experience what it has to offer.
It may be all that is left.
The decision to close Vernon Street
was not one made in haste or ignorance.
This idea has been on the books for years.
It seems that no one on this campus
asked questions, made comments, or
tried to find out more about this decision
until after it had already been made.
As a member of the Student Government Association, I have been toldby
faculty, administration, and trustees that
only pro-active movements have the ability to change minds and ideas on the
Trinity campus.
We must remember, this is our campus and the decisions made directly affect us; why should we not directly affect
the decisions.
Sincerely,
Michael Nardelli '97

To the Editor:
. In December of 1994 Vernon Street
was officially closed. What we forgot is
that before it was closed a traffic light
went up at Allen and Broad, Campuswide forums were held, and votes were
cast. Still, 1300 students returned surprised in January.
Two years ago there was much
discussion of having a closed campus.
The debate, which resulted from this
issue, was intense as well as heartfelt,
lach side had very strong convictions.
All opinions were heard and the recommendation the student body arrived at
was for Trinity to remain an open campus. I was in favor of an open campus as
a Sophomore, and feel the same as a
Senior. But as we see "Do Not Enter"
signs on Vernon Street these issues are
brought to mind again, and again deserve to be addressed.
Over the course of three and a half
years, the city Has served to compliment
the education I receive at Trinity. I can
honestly say that I have learned as much
beyond these walls as within them. As
a volunteer at the YWC AI encountered
things I never saw at Trinity and I am
better for the experience. However, after three and a half years at Trinity it
becomes more and more obvious that
we are not as sheltered as we believe.
We are a small college in the middle of a

city. Certain things go hand in hand
with cities and Hartford is no exception.
There are higher crime rates, there is an
increased need for safely precautions,
and la te at night chances are you'll hear
a car alarm or two. But to see only these
things and to ignore the benefits is to

I see the closing of Vernon
Street as a step towards the
"happy medium".
chea t ourselves and to close the campus
is to cheat our school.
I don't think the dosing of Vernon
Street is a step away from an open campus or towards a closed one. Instead I
see the closing of Vernon Street as a step
towards the "happy medium". The truth
is that cars go down Vernon Street too
fast and it's dangerous. The term'open
campus' does not imply avoiding opportunities to increase the safety of students. (Nor does a closed campus mean
one can walk alone at night and be safe.)
I believe that Trinity needs Hartford
and that Hartford needs Trinity. I also
believe that there is something between
the hvo extremes and the closing of
Vernon Street proves that.
Sincerely,
Liz Piatt '95

Policy Concerning Letters To The Editor:
Tlease Note: The Tripod is published every Tuesday while classes are in session. Letters to
The Tripod must be received by 5:00 FM on the Friday preceding publication. The letter should be
addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be
printed, although names may be withheld if so requested after a signature. The Trinity Tripod will
not publish any letter deemed by the Editors to be an attack on an individual's character or
personality.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
or opinions of The Tripod. Please limit letters to a length of five-hundred words. The Trinity Tripod
reserves the right to edit all letters for clarity and brevity.
Letters may be submitted to 77K Tripod by
•campus mail Box 702582
• email
Tripod@trincoU.edu
• network
DocEx server in the
General Resources
zone of the Trinity
College Network
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Dean Of Students' Action Student Challenge Issued...
Platt Responds To Dean Of Students
Like Orwellian Nightmare To the Editor:
times this year I've had to make informed. I was right to try and
decisions. Who should I listen mediate. Before we storm into

BY CAROLINE MAGUIRE

News Editor

"This is Kirk Peters with
further suggestions for social
alternatives rather than going
off campus. To start you can
count the tiles on the Long Walk
or the number of bricks in any
of the lovely buildings on our
;plendid campus. Buildings
and Grounds has informed me
that the combination to Jones
104 has been forgotten, so feel
free to go over there and try out
combinations until you find it.
As for me, I wiE be starring at
the bishop from 12 P.M. until 4
am. Feel free to stop by and
join me. So, as you can see there
is no need to go off campus in
search of social activities."
That was a voice mail
which a sru dent sent to some of
the campus, mocking the mesiage which Dean Peters sent to
students about social options
after many students complained about the ban on late
night.
The recent decision by the
administration to enforce the
rule which bans late nights has
infuriated many students, and
has once again made the administration the subject of terminology ranging from fascists,
tyrants to Orwellian "Big
Brother." Rumors have permeated the campus that at 4 am on
Thursday night Dean Peters
showed up on Vernon Street
and shut the late night parries
down. These exaggerations are
untrue. Hoxvever, the details
of announcement enforcing of
the late night law are unclear.
The Dean of Students' Office
states that a meeting was held
Thursday afternoon to which
all the presidents of fraternities
which hold late night parties
were invited. The fraternities
claim they were not informed.
The Dean of Students' Office,
refutes this saying that almost
everyone showed up. And that
they are willing to discuss the
issue. However, the late night
rule is not necessarily the definitive issue. It is the manner
by whichitwas executed, which
leads to a larger issue on cam:
pus.
These problems, which
have been highlighted by the
keg ban, the enforcement of the
late night rule and the pressure
placed on an increasingly precariotis fraternity system. It is
with the passing of these decisions which attract the atten-'
tion of the student body. After

the fury has deluded, and a
week passes, the issues at the
core of these topics are forgotten.
The recent crack down on
fee fraternity system, according to the trustee's report outlining the move toward coeducation, is part of the school's
effort to improve the academic
environment. Yet, the manner
by which the recent curtailment of social activities have
beenexecutedhasremoved the
student's ability to participate
in the decisions which directly
affect our lives.
The removal of the
student' body's real representative influence is, in effect
mocking the intellectual capacity of the student to make
individual choices. To spend
one's entire day learning about
representative government, to
present the facade o( representation through the Student
Government Associate, and
committee participation and
then to remove the student's
ability to participate in these
decision undermines the education we have been given.
This problem is two fold.
Last fall the administration
smugly stated that Trinity is
not a democracy. After the
keg ban, the Dean of students
office stated that they were
aware that students were irate
about the seemingly sudden
decision. They said, that students couldnotpossibly know
the years of discussion which
were the antecedents to this
debate. They pledged to operate less covertly in the future.
So what is this?

The second part of the
problemisthatapathy on campus seems to produced student government association
which becomes ineffectual,
and a student body which becomes and then gilts in the
face of controversy, once a
few days have muted their
anger.
It is hard to believe that
this is the same institution in
which in the late 1960's were
the first to walk out of classes
in protest to the Vietnam war.
If the students feel the fury
that they have expressed recently over the late night ban,
then they should stand up to
the administration and demand a voice. Otherwise, the
administration is right, we do
not deserve to utilize our
knowledge and decide our
• social options for ourselves.

Page 105 in the Trinity College Student Handbook will tell
you that there should not be
alcoholic parries between Sunday and Thursday. It •will also
tell you that parties are to end at
2:00 am Friday and Saturday.
But, If the handbook told you
2+2=5 that wouldn't make it so.
The four years I've attended
Trinity and for many years before that the Administration
never bothered to enforce these
rules, so when Dean Peters contacted Fraternities and Sororities Thursday, January 19, to
"remind" them that there was
in fact a page 105 in the Handbook, it was a surprise.
The Dean of Students Office says that the rule was always there, they didn't create a
new policy and not tell the studentbody. Butwhattheyfailto
realize is that by not enforcing a
rule and then deciding to acknowledge it they might as well
have created a brand new Handbook because it was news to
Trinity.
So, why am I writing this?
I am writing to tell the Student
Body that they have a right to be
mad, betrayed, upset. Many

to? Thestudents yelling forkegs,
or the administration yelling for
students to be responsible? And
wedidn'tkegsback. We did get
something, though, we received
the word of the administration;
to tell us what they were going
to do before they did it. That
meant a lot to me. I thought that
for the first time in a long time
SGAhad done something significant. We had taken a step
towards student voice, student
empowerment, student responsibility, mutual respect.
I'm writing to say I was
wrong. Thursday night Dean
Peters told me I was wrong in
his calls to the Greeks and Dean
Winer told me I was wrong in
his silence. I didn't ask to be
able to make a difference, I didn' t
ask to be "consulted", I asked to
be informed. That's not much,
but it's still too much, apparently. I, we, deserve to know. I
have tried to convince many a
student not to act rashly, not to
yell, not to walk in or petition. I
was wrong to promise you that
we would know before things
happened. I was wrong to believe what I was told. But I was
right to believe in the need to be

meetings we need to know why
we are reacting, what we are
reacting to, and why are we reacting and not acting? Knowledge is power. And so, Trinity,
we need to first fight for that.
I hear so often that SGA
isn't effective. That we do nothing. Here is my charge to all of
you....
To students, voice your
opinion, take a stand, help SGA
to fight. Don't complain unless
you've tried to make a difference and failed. And to the Administration, I don't raise my
voice to you, and maybe I
should. I disagree with working against you, and look where
I am after working with you.
What now? Now tell us before
you choose to revive old rules,
call us before you create new
policies. We live here. You go
home. Listen to the proposals
you will see in meetings the next
few days. And remember they
would have been amazing proactive policies if you had enabled them to be.
Sincerely,
Liz Platt '95
SGA President

International Program Supported
BY DAVIDSON MACLAREN

Production Manager

Politicians hem and haw.
Economies shift and plunge.
Armies sally and retreat. Global growth is uneven, unbalanced, and often unanticipated.
The last decade has seen Baltic
independence and European interdependence, Arabian war
and Oriental expansion. Governments must provide socioeconomic solidity, assure national security, and promise
beneficial political and financial development. Few countries are self-sufficient. Reciprocity is the dynamic motive
of the international community.
The contemporary student
must understand the world.
The engineer cannot hide behind the equation nor the sociologist behind statistics. Education and experience are the
foundations of knowledge and
comprehension. The geographical isolation of the United
States is a detriment to the
preparation of its society for
worldwide cooperation. All
persons must be cosmopolitan.
Trinity deserves applause for
the breadth of its international
curriculum. The College's offering of foreign languages is

Do You Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards in the wortd...Vlsa» and MaslerCard»
credit cards...-|n your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA* and MasterCard® the credit cards you
deserve and need for— ID—BOOKS—DEPARTMENT
STORES—TUITION—ENTERTAINM EOT—
EMERGENCY CASH—TICKETS—RESTAURANTS—
HOTELS—MOTELS—GAS—CAR RENTALSREPAIRS—AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No turn downs!
Ho credit checks!
Ho security deposit!
SEND THE COUPON TODAY
YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

unparalleled among liberal arts variety. Ways must be found
institutions. Attention is given routinely to bring students into
to the traditions and innova- more productive, intellectually
tions of human experience. The stimulating interactions with
International Studies Program facultyandwitheachother. The
is a model of cultural pluralism. quality and configuration of soUnfortunately, interna- cial space throughout the camtionalism on campus is limited pus must also be improved, to
allow for the emergence of soto the classroom. Neglect of
social and academic integration - cial and cultural patterns that
will ruin the departmfint. Lan- are more varied, moreinclu-

To advance the interdisciplinary ambitions of
Trinity, program dormitories, especially one
of global focus, must be at the forefront of
residential objectives.
guage is mastered through conversation. Debate and resolution are learned through argument. Such skills as these, fundamental to the international
student, are best perfected in a
community of similarly interested peers. To advance the
interdisciplinary ambitions of
Trinity, program dormitories,
especially one of global focus,
must be at the forefront of residential objectives. As stated by
the Strategic Plan of 1993, "We
(the College) must transform
the tone and character of the
campus life, imparting it to both
greater intellectual intensity
and more social and cultural

CAMPUS CARD. BOX

sive, and more supportive of
the College's academic mission."
As Trinity approaches the
new millennium, the College
must concentrate mission and
resources to the strengthening
of the International Studies Program and the awareness of
worldwide concerns. Faculty
have provided a foundation of
consequence, students have affirmed vigorous interest. Global borders have narrowed, but
Trinity refuses to immigrate. I
ask the administrators of our
institution to firmly consider the
goals of the Strategic Plan with
one foot on foreign soil.
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HOW TO KEEP PEOPLED
HANDS OFF YOUR MONEY.
Carry only enough cash to last the day.
Anyone who tries to borrow your last five spot
isn't a friend, anyway.
U

Label your spare-change jar "beetle farm."
Then, put your beetle farm in a jar labeled
"spare change."

v

Mark up every space on checks.
Don't leave room for someone to fill in their
name and extra zeros.

v

Keep your wallet in your front pocket.
It discourages pickpockets. So does wearing
really tight pants.
Put your picture on your credit card.
A Citibank Photocard is tough for anyone else
to use, unless they look just like you.
CfFBAffi®

WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU.5
To apply, call l-800-CITIBANK.
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Freshman Dorm Program Revamped
BY R. B. DAVIDSON MACLAREN
Production Manager

On January 20th, both the Dean of
Students and the Dean of Faculty announced that the Freshman Year living
situation will be altered. Freshman will
live in clusters with their seminar group,
in an effort to further merge academics
and social life.
The Strategic Plan of 1993, "designed
to strengthen and secure, well into the
twenty-first centiuy, Trinity College's
position among the very finest liberal
arts colleges in the nation," demands an
effective relationship between undergraduates' academic and residential experiences. The newly announced FirstYear Program is an interdisciplinary ap-

First-Year Program. Clustered FirstYear Seminars will attempt to move
knowledge beyond the classroom. The
dorm will become, according to Carolyn
Wallach, an academic support network,
that is "more available to break down
the barriers between classroom and dormitory." In North Campus and Jones,
the seminars may be taught in the dormitories themselves, as these dorms contain classrooms.
Additionally, upperclass students
with strong credentials and endorsement will serve as First-Year Mentors.
The RA program will increase in size to
develop programming which will further assist in strengthening the academic
world's extension beyond the classroom.
The Class of 1999 will be introduced

Clustered First-Year Seminars will attempt to move
knowledge beyond the classroom. The dorm will become,
according to Carolyn Wallach, an academic support
network, that is "more available to break down-the barriers between classroom and dormitory."
proach to learning.
The freshman curriculum will be
managed by a steering committee, directed by David Reuman, associate professor of psychology. Carolyn Wallach,
former assistant director of residential
life, will act as the Associate Coordinator
of the Program.
The Faculty involved in the program will be volunteers who specifically
wish to provide advisory support for
Freshman.
As defined in a letter to the College
on January 20th, coherence, challenge,
and collaboration are the focus of the

to Trinity's urban environment. Students will be immersed in Hartford from
the beginning of their college experience
to grapple with inner city issues.
Speaking in favor of the newly
founded program, Jack Wagget, associate dean of faculty, said, "The mentors,
the clustered seminars, and the defined
orientation of the first year support the
intent to judge the freshman experience
as a time of problems, growth, anxiety,
and learning in a varied and demanding
atmosphere. It is an orderly way to help
students adjust more comfortably to the
value of a learning community."

President-Fleet Dobelle was .spotted on campus this weekend Aucr V**AI>A
meeting with the trustees and preparing for his tenure as President
of the College.

Roadways Being Shut
Down Across Campus
Continued from page 1

Woolley said the potholes on the street
are an immediate concern. After this, he
said, the section of the roadbetween the
North Campus dormitory and Alpha
Delta Phi may be the first part of the
street to be renovated.
The Summit Street entrance to
Mather Hall has also been closed. While
students were surprised at the closing,
the administration is sure that shutting
off the entrance will help not only reduce traffic but also increase student
safety.

However, this entrance will be reopened at certainfrmes of the year opening up the Elton-Jones parking lot; for
example at the opening and closing of
each semester as students move in and
outofthe dormitories. BxeMather quadrangle is still accessible from the Broad
Street entrance.
Theclosing of portholestothe campus, will force the shuttle to new routes.
While the campus will be transformed,
the administration does not think the
Trinity student's daily life will be
changed by the roads being closed off.

Late Night Is Off The Air
Continuedfrom page 1

after hours to also respect the wishes of
the students who do not share their view.
While the majority of students seem to
prefer the freedom to party after 2 AM,
there have been numerous noise complaints by students who need to study to
get up early for a job. As both Dean
Winer and Dean Peters expressed, Trinity College cannot be compromised as an
academic institution "with an scholarly
environment. They felt that 1 AM. on

dents' access to alcohol, these fears are
unjustified. He vowed, "I will pledge to
the community that there is no plan to
turn Trinity into a dry campus No one
in this office (Dean of Students) supports
a dry campus or an end to fraternities."
Despite such reassurances from the
Dean of Students' office, many students
still very ardently oppose enforcing the
ban of late night parries. People feel that
the regulation restricts student social
options. Also, the ban will probably

"We aren't trying to prevent students from drinking or
having fun, we just want them to be respectful of their
fellow students." —Dean of Students, David Winer
weekdays and 2 AM. on weekends was a
reasonable time for students to be able to
expect a quiet setting at Trinity.
But Dean Peters also explained that
the regulation banning after hours parties will not prevent students from gathering in their dorm rooms after regular
parties, evenwithalcohol. Italsowillnot
prevent fraternity members from having
a small number of people over for drinks
after the prescribed hours. As Brian Kelly
explained it, while the distinction between a late night party and a get together with friends is subjective, it has to
do with the number of people there and
the volume of noise. The larger the party,
the harder it is to keep the crowd, and
noise under control.
However, Kelly, Dean Winer and
Dean Peters all told The Tripod that their
offices were not looking for parries to
shut down. Their point was that student
gatherings should not infringe on the
right of other students to not be disturbed or woken up, especially during
the class week. As Winer said, "we aren't
trying to prevent students from drinking
or having fun, we just want them to be
respectful of their fellow students."
Dean Peters also insisted that while
many see this most recent enforcement
as yet another step towards limiting stu-

cause more incidents of disturbance as
students who don't want to stop partying at 2 AM. will take their party into the
dorms and disturb more people. As
Michael "Mick" Nardelli, a SGA representative to the Student Life Committee,
pointed out, fraternity late night parties,
keep the commotion contained in one
area. With the enforcement of the regulation, "you are going to have one party
in Jones, two in Jackson, and three in
High Rise People aren't going to want
to just go home and go to sleep at 2 AM,
and this is going to lead to more damage
and parties in dorms. This is just what
the ban on kegs in dorms was supposed
to reduce."
Lizz Platt '95, President of the SGA,
echoed this statement. She added that
she would be in support of student action against this new enforcement.
Fraternity members were also displeased with the news. "Pike President,
Matt Cini '96, said that he could foresee
Pike sponsoring a future late night party,
"but by the rules."
When Matthew Warner was asked
about whether he thought AD would
comply with the College regulation, he
felt as though "we are being told to stop
having fun, but I don't think we have a
choice."

TOGETHER
IN CONCERT

Friday Febuary 3
Tickets go on sale Wednesday Jan. 25
$10 for Trinity students
$20 for guests
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Frats Under Fire — Coed By '95 Or They're Out

BY JENNIFER MCCRARY
News Writer

"Pi Kappa Alpha announces spring rush...all
upperclass people welcome"
read the numerous fliers about
campus, signifying a new chapter for Greek life at Trinity. The
coeducation mandate set by the
Board of Trustees takes effect in
the Fall of 1995. This requirement, that has all fraternities and
sororities to have at least one
third of the opposite sex as members, leaves this month's rush as
many of the organizations' last
chance to survive in the eyes of
Trinity. The approaching deadline has some Greek organizations on campus feeling frustrated and others relieved that
their mergers or attempts at coeducation have succeeded.
In a 1993 Trustees report to
the president, the four paged
document addressed the issues
of Greek life and social alterna-

tives for the Trinity student
body. The document outlined
the reasons and specifics of the
coeducation mandate. First and
foremost, the Trustees found
that "fraternities and sororities
are used too often and mistakenly, to describe the essence of
the social life of the Trinity community." In order to eradicate
this seemingly "controlling"
social atmosphere the Trustees
developed a plan to lessen the
roles of fraternities and sororities on campus and to make them
more "inclusive."
The Trustees set down a set
of clear cut guidelines which
regulated that in order for any
fraternity or sorority to be recognized at all by the College, it
must be coed by Fall of 1995. It
also set up strict time line guidelines for coeducation. "Beginning with the Fall Semester of
1993, all pledge classes will consist of no fewer than one third of
either sex," the trustees wrote.

In reality this is a regulation that
few Greek organizations have
met so fat> at alone in 1993.
Associate Dean of Students,
Kirk Peters, explained that come
the fall deadline, "there will be
penalties for those organizations
not Cooperating." Cooperation
in his mind means having a significant number of members
from the opposite.sex in the fall.
The goal of 50-50 membership is
still trying to be achieved, but
Peters said that "there will be
some leeway for Greek organizations that although do not
have the full 50%, have made a
concerted effort."
The fraternities and sororities on campus that, effort or
not, have not started to become
coed are looking down the road
to other options. Peters said, "If
a fraternity hasn't already begunits coeducation process, iris
too late. There is no way that
they would have a satisfactory
percentage of women for the fall

Campus Crime Statistics
1994
Crimes Against Persons:
Criminal Homicide
Forcible Intercourse
RobberyAssault 1st or 2nd tJegree'
Forcible Or Attempted ^htty:
NoivResidetffr-fiuilding
Resident;Building
Thefts:

.

.

1993

0
-' 0 / " \
1\ '
0 \

•

7
18

0
3
1
0

5
12 (5)

'•-."•

, ^fheft From Persons
From Nori-Resident Buildings
From Resident Buildings
' from Motor Vehicles
• Stolen Vehicles
Stolen Bicycles

0
77
29 (4)
24 (3)
14
16(1)

0
72
9 (2)
42 (7)
3
11

Numbers in parentheses are for fnitrmity houses, which arc not College owned properties.
Information reflects all incidents reported to Campus Safety ;
during the specified calendar yearn.

The Writing Center
Individual Tutoring Services
Located at 115 Vernon St.
OPENS JANUARY 26th

Hours:
Monday through Friday
1:00-4:00 PM
Monday through Thursday
6:30 -9:30 PM
Late night hours in Mather Hall
Sun and Mon 10PM 111 Midnight

Drop in or call x.2468 for an appointment.

deadline." Pi Kappa Alpha fratemitypresident,Matt Cheyney
knows this situation very well.
Although, he explains that his
fraternity "will do our best to
meet the school guidelines," in
reality not one woman looks to
rush the house leaving them in a
confused state.
Cheyney explained the difficulty of the issue of coeducation and the approaching deadline. "PIKE, like other fraternities on campus is part of a national organization consisting of
175 chapters. It is that, the national membership that is most
important to most of us. Going
coed means giving up the National membership, and that is
hard."
The national organization
of Pi Kappa Alpha along with
other fraternities and sororities
on campus will not allow the
chapter to go coed, unless they
give up the National membership.
Some Greek organizations,
have made steps to comply with
the mandate. CLEO was lucky
enough to already be coed for
some time now and escaped the
problems of the last few years.
Sigma Nu formed a sorority,
Alpha Zeta Omega, in order to
meet the demands of the mandate. Alpha Zeta Omega and
Sigma Nu exists under the umbrella organization Lockwood.
Anothermergerthathasbeenin
the stirringfor some timenowis
that of Tri-Delta and AD.
Adam Messenger, a member of Lockwood, stated that
"both organizations are rushing
together, the move to become
coed has been quite successful
in our organization." However,
other fraternities have not been
as fortunate.
For the fraternities, whose
mergers failed, recruitment of
women was necessary. Peters
explained that the Dean of Students office " has tried to provide information and help to
the recruiting of women," but
admits the cooperation has been
"minimal". St. Anthony's recruitment methods worked, as
they will easily make the dead-

line, boasting a new coed membership. Cheyney explains that
if s harder than it seems on paper. "We can't just drag some
women by the hair and make
themjoin our fraternity. We have
been having open rush for 5 semesters now, and not one
woman has ever even showed
up."
What will happen to those
organizations not making the
deadline in the fall? Some, such
as Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority have already decided to disband. Others such as PIKE, assure us they will work on it to
the deadline, and even if they
are penalized, say they will always exist in some form."
At the center of this controversy is the intentions of everyone involved. "Most students
on campus feel it is an issue
about the fraternities existence
and not coeducation at the heart
of the issue," explains an anonymous junior. The mandate for
coeducation could in fact be a
stepping stone and easy way in
the mind of the trustees to get
rid of the Greek system. In the
1993 report, there is much talk
of Trinity's reputation as a party
school undermining it's true
role. If this was in fact a step
towards disbanding the system,
it would not be trie first time.
Coeducation has led to thephasing out of fraternities and sororities at many institutions,
most famously at Williams in
1969 and most recently at
Bowdoin, where the fazing out
is in effect currently.
Whatever the reasons or
effects of the mandate are, there
really is no getting around it.
For an organization "to have the
right to have social functions at
Triniryandreceivefinancialsuppori, bottom line, they need to
be coed in the Fall," Peters concludes.
Cheyney, among others, argues with this bottom line, saying that "It is not fair, because
even if we could get a few female members, it is not enough.
We would have to find almost
20 female members by the fall to
comply with the mandate."

News Briefs
SGA Elections:
The upcoming SGA election on Wednesday, will act as
an opportunity to fill spaces left
by recent withdrawals from the
Student Government Association.
There are thirteen empty
seat on the SGA, and a seat on
the Budget Committee. The
elections will take place in
Mather from 8 AM to PM and
at the Bistro from 11 AM to 8
PM.
Dobelle on Campus:
President elect Evan
Dobelle visited campus last
week for the Trustee weekend.
Mr. Dobelle, who is still currently at San Francisco City College, met with the Trustees at
the General Board Meeting on
Saturday, January 21st.

ceptance of the fraternities by
me administration. However it
could also be preparation for
the school's eventual take over
of the houses.
Shuttle Service:
The off campus shuttle will
be adding service to Lena' Pizzeria and drug stores in the local area dollar. Additional
policeofficers and the collaboration of the neighborhood
groups hopes to reduce crime
in the coming year.

Gang Violence in Hartford:
According to the Hartford
Currant, the end of the year
report released by the Hartford
Police Department stated that
there more violent deaths in
1994 than in Hartford's history.
The report cited 58 violent homicides in '94, which is 4 and a
Frats Get Phones:
half times thenumber of deaths
Over Winter vacation the from two years ago. The HartFraternities on Vernon Street ford Police Department in conreceived phone lines and com- junction with neighborhood
puter network hookups. The groups are working to reduce
move has been seen as an ac- the statistic in '95.
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Libertarian Debate Continues P r e s i d e n t i a l PrOSpeCtS f Or '96
Tuniewiciz explained, the Libertarians would be helping the
"separation of school and state."
Dr. Geiger, a key player in
The Libertarian Party of
this
debate,
holds a Ph.D. in EduConnecticut announced on
cation
from
Columbia and has
January 17 that Dr. Phillip Geiserved
as
the
superintendent of
ger, the divisional president of
Educational Alternatives In- several school systems, most
corporated (EAI), will address recently Piscataway, New Jerthe party in a forum on Febru- sey. EAI is based in Minneapoary 25th in New Haven. EAI is lis and was founded to improve
the private company that has educational systems that have
agreed to run the Hartford struggled. The company has
public school system. The vowed to improve Hartford's
agreement between the city public schools and raise student
and EAI has sparked contro- SAT scores, as well as to make
versy over the hiring of teach- the students more competitive.
ers and administrators and the Forty-four schools are currently
relationship between govern- being serviced by EAI in Hartford, Baltimore, Dade County
ment and private business.
Carl Vassar, the Party (Florida), Montana, and AriChairman for Connecticut, zona.
The Libertarians are the
stated that Dr. Geiger adthird
largest
party in the United
dresses "an issue central to
States.
They
are devoted to creConnecticut voters-the educaating
a
smaller
governmental
tion of our children. EAI's sucstructure,
lowering
taxes and
cesses in schools along the east
abolishing
the
national
income
coast and elsewhere are intertax,
and
destroying
all
attempts
esting first steps. We look forward to...his vision for the fu- the government makes to reguture of education in our state." late morality. The latter part of
Mark Tuniewiciz, the Liber- the platform has led to heavy
tarian Party spokesman, sup- criticism of the party for their
ported EAI's efforts as well. efforts to legalize a number of
Tuniewiciz commented that addictive drugs. According to
"in these tough economic Tuniewiciz, the state party is
times, Connecticut taxpayers "coming around quite nicely"
want better value for their hard and feels that, with Lowell
earned dollars. Efforts of firms Weicker out of office, voters who
like EAI, as well as increasing are disgusted with the two macalls for school choice, are just jor parries will turn to the Liberthe beginning of a new debate tarians. By holding discussions
on Connecticut education and and the state convention in June,
we plan to participate in it ac- the Libertarians wish to leave a
tively." In supporting EAI, mark on Connecticut politics in
1996.
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

AmeriCorps Cdntimies
to be Subject of Debate
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

The opening shots have
been fired in one of the first
battles between the new Republican Congress and President
Clinton. For the past two weeks,
Speaker of the House Newt
Gingrich
has
attacked
AmeriCorps, Clinton's national
service organization, by labeling it as a needless government
program. Clinton has stated that
AmeriCorps is one of the greatest achievements of his presidency and trie president also
vowed to keep the program
funded. The President has announced thathe is ready to fight
the Republican Congress on this
issue.
This fall the Democratic
Congress approved the creation
of AmeriCorps and its $500 millionbudget. AmeriCorps allows
students to pay off college loans
through community service.
However, several of the
program's key supporters have
either retired from Congress or
were defeated in November's
election. Former Senator Harris
Wofford of Pennsylvania, one
of the men John F. Kennedy had
appointed to lead the Peace
Corps in the early 1960's, had
been a staunch defender of
AmeriCorps but had lost his seat
to a Republican challenger.
Other AmeriCorps advocates,
including former Speaker of the
House Tom Foley and former
Senator Jim Sasser, also lost their'
seats.

While Clinton agrees
with Gingrich that the size of
the federal government has to
be reduced, the president feels
that spending cuts should not
"wreck the government" or
"give us a mean spirited government." Speaking in Denver
on Martin Luther King Jr. Day,
President Clinton announced to
a friendly crowd that he is committed to building "a new community, where everybody has a
chance to rise up, and everybody has a chance to be respected, and every child has a
chance to be loved and to be
important." AmeriCorps and
similar programs, insists
Clinton, are essential pieces of
his vision of America:
Gingrich has praised the
program's commitment to public service but believes
AmeriCorps is "theperfect, classic example of why people are
furious about government and
enraged at politicians." The
Georgia Republican also stated
the program uses "gimmickry"
and "coerced voluntarism" to
achieve its ends. The Clinton
staff has sent out press releases
stating that Gingrich had essentially supported AmeriCorps in
1993 but now opposes it for pure
partisan reasons. With Clinton
determined to fight any Republican attempt to kill AmeriCorps
and Gingrich ready to show the
power of the new Congress,
partisan battles seem to have
returned to Washington.

Dole remains the front runner
due to his national reputation.
In other news relating to
Phil Gramm, the Re- the 1996 race, Bush's Secretary
publican Senator from Texas, of Defense Dick Cheney, who
claimed victory earlier this had been considered a serious
month in the Louisiana State Re- contender for the nomination,
publican Convention straw poll has opted. Quayle, who has been
for the 1996 presidential nomi- hospitalized recently, plans to
nation. Gramm, who plans to hold more public speeches as a
formally announce his candi- prelude to the race.
dacy onFebruary 24th, took over
Buchanan has already cre70% of the delegates gathered. ated a committee to test the waIn second place, came conserva- ters for a potential campaign.
tive commentator Pat Buchanan Political observers are focusing
with 12% and Lamar Alexander, more on two other candidates:
former governor of Tennessee Lamar Alexander and Pete Wiland President Bush's Secretary son.
of Education, placed a distant
Of all the Republican dark
third. California Governor Pete horses who could overtake the
Wilson, Senate Majority Leader presumed front runner, Bob
Bob Dole, former Vice President Dole, Alexander has done the
Dan Quayle, former Secretary most work so far. He is positionof HUD Jack Kemp, Senator ing himself as an outsider to
Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, Washington, in sharp contrast
and Massachusetts Governor to both Dole and Gramm.
William Weld did not place well. Alexander has already started
The Dole campaign tried des- to line up key Republican supperately in vain to remove their porters in Iowa and New Hampcandidate's name from consid- shire, the firsttwo battlegrounds
eration.
for the nomination. Alexander
Gramm worked his neigh- looks to do well in those two
boring state and took advan- states and carry the battle to his
tage of the fact that, so far, his native South.
campaign is the most well fiThe former Tennessee govnanced.
ernor has been campaigning for
The next test is later this the past year and is already
week, when the Republican stocking up a war chest to wage
Party of Arizona holds a straw a major campaign.
poll. Gramm is favored to triThe 1996 Republican
umph again due in part to the convention will probably be
support of Senator JohnMcCain. held in San Diego, the homeState party conventions will also town of Pete Wilson. As the cambe held inSouthCarolina, Michi- paign shapes up, a number of
gan, and Florida later this year. observers think California's 54
These events are nonbind- electoral college votes win be
ing for the nomination, but do crucial for victory.
show the support rank and file
The late Richard Nixon
Republicans give to each candi- predicted that if Wilson surdate. DespiteGramm'sprogress, vived a challenge fromKathleen
BY K. MICHAEL DERBY
News Editor

Brown in 1994, the California
governor would triumph in the
Republican primaries in 1996.
Reports from his friends indicate that Wilson is seriously considering entering the race for
the nomination. Like Alexander,
he can claim to be an outsider
from Washington as well. The
Republican nomination looks
more interesting every day.
Senator Christopher Dodd
of Connecticut has been named
by President Clinton to lead the
Democratic National Committee, replacing outgoing DNC
chair David Wilhelm. Dodd, a
fourteen year veteran of the Senate, won national attention following his fight with Tom
Daschle (D-SD) to become Senate Minority Leader. Although
Daschle had won by one vote,
Dodd earned a great deal of positive attention from his campaign
for the position.
Dodd has already started
to work the Sunday morning
talk shows. He has also started
to pacify a few of the more vocal
Clinton critics within the party.
Dodd offered Senator Bob
Kerrey of Nebraska the Democratic Senate Committee chairmanship and Kerrey accepted
the position.
There has been talk that
Kerrey will challenge Clinton in
the Democratic primaries in
1996. There have also been rumors that Senator Tom Harkin,
the Iowa Democrat whom
Clinton defeated in the 1992 primaries, is planning to take on
Clinton as well. Sam Nunn, the
Democratic Senator from Georgia, has also been the subject of
such rumors but so far has expressed no interest in challenging President Clinton.

Submit to the Trinity Papers

Submissions due to the Dean of
Students Office by January 30

NEWS
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The Mandatory Computer Debate Rages On In SGA
BY ANNEMARIE PEIL
Foreign Correspondent

The Student Government
Association (SGA) voted 5-26-4
against mandating that all matriculating students of Trinity
College should be required to
purchase computers in their
Senate meeting on Monday,
December 4th, 1994.
Increased use of the MCEC
computer facilities has made
space and scheduling classes
difficult, accordingto many professors. The Strategic Plan calls
upon the College to "enable all
students and faculty to acquire
computing competencies" and
"make readily accessible to all

puters a priority, a solution in
the eyes of many, must r|e
reached.
As of the SGA's December
4th meeting, the TTEC had not
made any recommendations to
the Dean's office for policy mandating the purchase of computers. Thus, the vote, accordingto
SGA President lizz Platt '95,
was taken as a "measure of the
students' opinion."
SGA
Parliamentarian
Michael "Mick" Nardelli, '97,
said, "Two weeks ago (November 1994), our committee (the
faculty Student Affairs Committee) voted wholeheartedly
against this." Nardelli also revealed to the Senate, that within

As of the SGA's December 4th meeting, the
ITEC had not made any recommendations to
the Dean's office for policy mandating the
purchase of computers. Thus, the vote, according to SGA President Lizz Platt '95, was
taken as a "measure of the students' opinion."
students computingtechnology
appropriate to their educational
needs and objectives." The faculty ITEC (Information, Technology and Education Committee) has made this a priority on
their agenda. The construction
of a new computer facility
would cost in the millions.
However, since the college has
made student access to com-

this committee meeting, "Dean
Winer spoke strongly against
this (mandatory computer ownership)."
However, due investigation revealed that this claim was
farfrombeingentirelytrue. The
discrepancies in the debate
prooved to be mostly fiscal.
Dean of Students David
Winer said, "If every student

has equal access in obtaining a would be paid off over the dura- ers facilitates intellectual honcomputer, then I'm all for it." tion of the student's academic esty.
ITEC recommended that a
The only restriction on his oth- stay at the College. The comerwise unqualified support was puter would become the census of computer ownership
be conducted mid-Fall 1995, af"if students pn financial aid were student's property.
Dr. Anne Zartarian, Direc- ter the enstatement of the loan
required to pay for the entire
package (Without financial sup- tor of Financial Aid, said, "I'm program, to gauge the effectivenot sure whether funding of ness of the program. If the loan
port from the College):'""
Many of the Senators specu- these loans would be feasible." program is deemed inadequate
lated that mandating computer The goal is to attain "universal" (i.e. a significant number of stuownership would adversely
change the financial situation of TTEC recommended that a census of computer
the College.
Several Senators detailed ownership be conducted mid-Fall 1995, after
personal accounts of summers the enstatement of the loan program, to gauge
labored to finance their Trinity
educations and their encounters the effectiveness of the program. If the loan
with a seemingly unyielding program is deemed inadequate TTEC has
Financial Aid Office.
The issue of mandatory stated that mandating computer ownership
computers spurred a heated de- might be proper.
bate among students. The debate was mostly founded over or "near-universal access" for dents do not have appropriate
the belief by many, that to re- all students, faculty and staff. access to computer facilities),
quire computers on for students However, ITEC notes that sev- ITEC has stated that mandating
is an elitist move without con- eral of the faculty have outdated computer ownership might be
sidering the financial constraints hardware. Therefore, the com- proper.
mittee recommends that faculty
Another concern which the
of some students.
Senators highlighted was how
The subject of Dartmouth's workstations be updated.
recent implementation of manITEC has also noted that this mandate would affect IDP
datory computers received mandating personal student and other off-campus students.
mixed reviews. Some senators computer ownership is not the To this concern, ITEC reiterated
said that Dartmouth was able to only viable option for achieving that the ideal is "universal acsolve their financial concerns, the end of "universal access." cess."
and the program was a great ITEC has expressed hope that
Whether this means that
success. Others, felt that the the creation of a loan program every student is to own a comprogram at Dartmouth had will encourage more students, puter himself shall be deterfailed, and with this memory in who might not consider other- mined after the 1995 census.
mind did not wish to attempt a wise, to purchase a computer. Mandating computer ownersimilar program at Trinity.
This is founded in the belief that ship, according to sources,
ITEC'splan calls forthecre- privacy and the amount of stor- would not take place until at
ation of a loan program which age space of personal comput- least Fall 1996.

Congratulations to the New Writing Associates!
Spring 1995
The Writing Center is pleased to announce that the following new
students have been selected for the Writing Associates Program:

Get informed!
Write for NEWS!

Ray Cuardo '98
Derek Frederickson '96
Ashley Hammarth '97

Contact The Tripod
atx.2589

Sarah Healy '97
Brooks Holtan '97
Grace Huang '97
Pamela Kim '96
Sean McEUigott'96
Jason McKeon '97
Ryan Moore '97
Tamara Nicol '96
Mark Petrasso '96
Vana Pietroniro *96
Karen Rosenblum '97
Clayton Siegert '96
Amy Souers '97
Susan Trotta '97
KeraWeaber'98

Roggi's Garage
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
Manager
Owner
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
WeAre Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St
(Off Broad Street)
247-3493
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Another One Bites The Dust
Around Trinity Sources have it
that yet another senior member of
SGA will be resigning. Unlike previous refugees of the SGA, this as of
yet unnamed party will not be welcomed with open arms into the Tripod family.
Reading Over Reading Week?
According to members of our
loving community, the college now
approves of Organic Chemistry's
Reading Week classes. AroundTrinity apologizes for not making this
information public earlier as we
know it would have definitely increased enrollement due to our ever
increasing boredom over Reading
Week. Rumor has it that a department on campus also sent out a letter encouraging the assignment of
more work over Reading Week.
A Kinder, Gentler Late Night
Around Trinity takes its hat off
to Elmo who in attempting to follow
Dean Peters' decree for a kinder and
gentler late night succesfully held
late night on Saturday without either alcohol or music.
First Death On Vernon?
Around Trinity notes that City
officials were as widely informed
about the closing of Vernon as the
students. Last Thursday an ambulance was seen flying down Vernon
with lights blaring, but after finding
the newly erected gate at the bottom
of the hill, it turned around and
headed for Allen. No word on
whether the patient survived.
Spot The Willy
Talk about getting caught with
your pants down - Around Trinity
notes that near the end of our holiday break several Trinity students
were found going for a late night
skinny-dip in Ferris Pool. Talk about
cajones.
Next Amherst?
Keeping in line with Trinity's
reputation of an academically rigorous, highly selective institution, it is
rumored that 40% of the Freshman
class is now on academic probation.
Around Trinity understands that it
was the typical freshman's stellar
academic performance which resulted in the crack down on late
nights. Might we be humble enough
to suggest that only freshmen be
required to attend classes during
Reading Week.
Cruise Director Peters
Around Trinity also thinks that
Dean Peters left several things in his
ever eloquent voice mail Saturday
morning. First, the Fantasy Guild
held its annual cross dressing competition on Allen. Prizes were given
| for best cape and pointiest ears. Although Around Trinity is sure of
Tri-Delt's participation, it is as of yet
unclear in what capacity they served
Second, Mary-Lou Retton (of Olympic fame) held a Kappa-KappaGamma sponsored seminar on flexibility and body mechanics. Finally,
the View held a small gathering for
slightly over 300. Marty was seen
the next day handing a large envelope to Dean Peters — the contents
of which are as of yet undetermined.
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$15,000 FeUowship!

Exhibitions

The Indiana University Center on Philanthropy seeks student applicants for its Jane
Addams Fellowships in PhUanthropy program.
The fellowship program awards each fellow
$15,000 for the year and 12 credits toward a
graduate degree. The application deadline is
February 17,1995. Interested persons should
contact the IU Center on Philanthropy, 550
West North Street, Suite 301, Indianapolis, IN
46202, (317) 274-4200.

An exhibit called, "Designed for the Ladies:
Nineteenth- Century American Women's Magazines" organized by Alesandra M. Schmidt, assistant curator for reference and manuscripts,
Watkinson Library will be open through Tuesday, January 31 in the Trumbell Room from 9:30
A.M. to 4:30 P.M.

Lectures

On Wednesday, January 25, at 4:00 P.M. in
the Faculty Club in Hamlin Hall, a public talk
will be held by Trinity College Assistant Professor of Classics Martha Risser entitled, "Trinity Digs Israel: The Caesarea Marritima Vault
Project." Refreshments will be served.
On Monday, January 30 at 4:15 P.M. in the
Boyer Auditorium in the Life Sciences Center,
the Cesare Barbieri Endowment for Italian
Culture, the Leonard E. Greenberg Endowment for Judaic and Middle Eastern Studies,
and the Jewish Federation of Greater Hartford
is sponsoring a talkby Alexander Stile on "Modern Italy & the Jews: the past and the present."
A reception and refreshments will follow the
lecture.
The International Studies Program and the
Asian Studies Program is sponsoring a lecture
given by Mr. You-wei Chen, Former Political
Counselor at the Chinese Embassy, Washington D.C., entitled "China's Uncertain Voyage
Toward the 21st Century." The lecture will be
held in the Rittenberg Lounge oh Wednesday,
February 8,1995 at 4:15 P.M.

The Pump House Gallery will feature paintings, drawings, photography, and sculpture of
senior art students from Bulkeley, Hartford
Public and Weaver High Schools. The show
entitled "Hartford Belongs to our Youth" is
open through Tuesday, January 31,1995. The
Pump House Gallery is open Tuesday-Friday,
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. and weekends by advance
appointment, (203) 722-6488. Admission is free.

Chapel Happenings
Tuesday-Wednesday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Wednesday: 5:30 P.M. Carillon Guild
Thursday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship
Sunday: 1:00 P.M. Holy Eucharist
5:00 P.M. Roman Catholic Mass
Monday: 5:00 P.M. Evening Worship

Classifieds
Spring Break 95
America's #1 Spring Break Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Prices Guarantee!
Organize 15 Friends and TRAVEL FREE!
Earn Highest Comissions! (800) 32- TRAVEL

WANTED!!

Send Your
Announcements
To The Tripod!
Box 702582

AMERICA"S FASTEST GROWING
BREAK COMPANY SEEKING
INDIVIDUALS TO PROMOTE
SPRING BREAK TO JAMACA, CANCUN,
BAHAMAS, FLORIDA, PADRE,
BARBADOS. FANTASTIC FREE
TRAVEL/ COMISSIONS!
SUNSPLASH TOURS 1-800-426-7710

New Havana at...
An Unforgettable Summer

studio
Tues 7:30 P.M.

(Romania, 1994) Written and directed by Lucian Pintilie, based on the story by Petru Dumitriu. Cast: Kristin Scott-Thomas,
Claudiu Bleont. Kristin Scott-Thomas gives a powerful performance as a beautiful and free minded woman married to an army
Captain. When the Commanding Officer starts to pay more than passing attention to his wife, he requests a transfer to a remote
outpost seething with ethnic hostility. As events turn violent and the army more brutal, this remarkable woman's almost
superhuman optimism is pushed to the breaking point. Pintiiie's edgy sense of slapstick brings this story, of moral conflict into
the present.

Ed Wood

Wed-Sat 7:30 P.M.

(1994) Director: Tim Burton. Screenplay by Scott Alexander and Larry Karaszewski, based on the biography by Rudolph
Gray. Cast: Johnny Depp, Sarah Jessica Parker, Martin Landau, Bill Murray. Filmmaker Tim Burton in an inspired twisty
portrays Wood (Johnny Depp) as a kind of heroic figure, making low budget, personal films on the fringes of Hollywood with
a close-knit group of eccentric actors from the post-Dracula Bela Lugosi (Martin Landau) to transsexual Bunny Breckenridge
(a pearls-dad Bill Murray). "A comedy of theridiculousin which the ridiculous turns unexpectedly suWime"-Entertainment Weekly.

Boys Life

Fri-Sat 10:10 P.M., Sun 2:30 P.M.

(1994) Pool Days written and directed by Brian Sloan. A Friend of Dorothy written and directed by Raoul O'Connell. The
Disco Years written and directed by Robert Lee King. An exciting collection of three short films on growing up gay by the next
generation of young filmmakers. Funny, real and fresh. Boys Life comes straight from the festival circuit to Cinestudio's Late
Show.

Caro Diario

Sun-Tues 7:30 P.M.

(Italy, 1994) Written and directed by Nanni Moretti. Cast: Nanni Mbrerti, Renato Carpentieri. Moretti travels around Italy
on his motorbike, running headlong into absurdities on every piazza . . . including a side trip to an imaginary island where
tyrannical children are catered to in the extreme.
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Festival Of Chamber Musicals Showcases Student Talent
BYLIEZELMUNEZ

BY ELLEN SCORDINO

Arts Editor

Arts Writer

The clattering sounds of tap shoes
During this past weekend, TheFrogs
against the stage floor in conjunction with was performed at Austin Arts Center
the confidently powerful voice of Eliza- for three sold out performances. The
beth Rhodes '95 singing the role of Mona play was an adaptation of the comedy,
Kent opened the musical Dames at Sea. The Frogs, written by Aristophanes. It
With this choice of a simplistically stark was directed by Gerald Moshell and
gray stage set, director Gerald Moshell, a choreographed by Kristen Chun, '95.
Trinity Professor of Music and Director
The first act, a song of invocation
of the Concert Choir, begins his student and instruction, was performed by Josh
production at the Austin Arts Center, Epstein '97, Dionysos, and Greg
which ran from Thursday to Sunday this Eisenhauer '95, Xanthias. They greeted
past weekend.
the audience with the rules and regulaFirst performed on December 20, tions of a playgoer as they bellowed out
1968 at New York City's Bouwerie Lane lines such as, "...donot fart, there is very
Theater and originally directed by Neal little air, and this is art..."
Kenyon, the book and lyrics were written
Dionysos, the god of wine, was
by George Haimsohn and Robin Miller, obsessed with the state of modern sociwith the music by Jim Wise. In this ety and its need for more drama. Hence,
Trinity production of Dames at Sea, Gerald he was making his journey to Hades to
Moshell not only was director, but was bring back Bernard Shaw. Accompanyalso the accompanying pianist.
ing him was his disgruntled slave,
The plot is based on a young, starry- Xanthias. The two travelled to the house
eyed, budding actress. Ruby, played by of Herakles, Dionysos's half brother;
AmyKunen'95. Originally performed in they wanted his help on their journey.
1968 by Bernadette Peters, the role of
Played by Christopher Byers '98,
Ruby interestingly marked Peters's first the next character introduced is Charon.
Off-Broadway show in the 1968 produc- Charon is the pgt-smokingboatman that
tion.
will bring Dionysos across the River
The musical satirizes the typical Styx to Hades. At this point the dancing
1930's movie musicals as Dames at Sea frogs come in. Unfortunately, the music
existsasaplaywithinaplay. From Utah, during this scene was recorded and it
Ruby sings arid dances Her way to the took away from an otherwise graceful
glitter and glamour of New York City, and well-choteogtaphed dance. The
meeting a variety of different artistic in- frogs were played by Kristen Chun,
dividuals. The desire to "make it" lingers Amie Duffy '98, Michaels Robertson '95
as the overriding theme, along with the and Christina Tsoules '98, - ' .
continually developing subplot of young
When Dionysos. .arrived, he was
love.
\
. greeted by his followers, fhe'Dionysians
An entertaining show of singing, played by: Jill Charlesworth, '95, Chrisdancing, and acting) the audience en- topher Byers, '98, Elizabeth Fifield '97,
joyed some strong individual perfor- Carrie Heck, '97, Sara Jaffe/98, Alender
mances. Kunen, "without:i doubt, com- Johnson, '96, Shannon Joyce, '-95, Dan
manded sfege presence with her invigo- La, '95, Matthew Medeiros, -97, Gail
rating performance as the awkward, in- Mierzejewski,'96,RyanMoore, '98, Matnocent, and overly optimistic Ruby. The thew Morse, '98, Jay Paramsothy, '97,
duet entitled "It's You" sung by Ruby Gideon Pollach, '96, and Stuart
and Dick, played by Michael Robertson Wolferman, '97. They sang praises to
wine and drank and sang themselves
'95, was performed with emotion.
With Aaron O'Connell's '95 roles as into oblivion and departed almost as
director Hennessey and the Captain, the quickly as they came,
audience was treated to many bits and
Aeakos, Matthew Morse '98, played
pieces of comedy. For instance, he enthu- the disoriented, clumsy guarder to the
siastically and lightheartedly sang "The house of Pluto. Pluto was played by
Beguine" with the character Mona as both Alexander Johnston '96. His costume
Rhodes and O'Connell whipped out humorous accents.
Shakespeare, played by
With the exception of a few minor
distractions, such as costume difficulties, Josh Weinstein "95, was
the production turned out to be an enterfull of charm and
taining show. Keeping in mind that the
cast began work on- the production on romanticism...It was then
January 6th, the mere two. week interval
of rehearsals certainly did not allow for that Dionysos realized that
an overall polished performance.
the world needed a poet
According to Daniel La '95, who energetically played Lucky, "the individual and not a cynic; thus,
performances of "Dames at Sea was as Shakespeare~was to make
good as the talent here at Trinity could
provide. However, with such a short the trip back to the living.
time period for rehearsals, I think that it
was a solid production. I found it to be was very ornate and he created a strong
rather challenging because the type of presence as he spoke kindly about his
humor within the musical is from a dif- world. Hades. Eventually, he granted
ferent era and simply does not comfort- permission to Dionysos to take Shaw,
ably fit into the humor of our day."
Aaron O'Connell '95, back to the world
This different and outdated style of of the living. The problem arose when
comedy, for instance, can be understood Shaw's cynicism angered Dionysos.
with the omission of one of the songs, Dionysos then called on William
entitled "Singapore Sue," which was in Shakespeare, and a battle of wits enthe original production. According to sued between the two authors, in which
one of the castmembers, the lyrics in this Dionysos was the judge. The topics
particular song, if actually performed, discussed were: woman, man, love, and
would have been deemed as offensive the matter of life and death.
and even racist.
Shakespeare, played by Josh Weinstein
All in all, Dames at Sea turned out to '95 was full of charm and romanticism.
be a success as one of the four shows in Dionysos could not help but choose
the "Festival of Chamber Musicals." The him. It was then that Dionysos realized
effect of such a short rehearsal period did that the world needed a poet and not a
in fact seep through in a few moments cynic; thus, Shakespeare was to make
withintheproduction. Butontheflipside, the trip back to the living.
Dames at Sea, was an ambitious effort put
The highlights of the play were the
forth by the cast and the director, seem- concluding scenes where Josh
ing to overcome time constraints and Weins tein, Aaron O'Connell and Joshua
contextual challenges.
Epstein were allowed to shine.

ALICE YAMADA

Members of the Cast of Dames At Sea who performed Thursday,
Saturday and Sunday.
BY SARAH E. CODY
Arts Writer

BY SARAH E.CODY
Arts Writer

The Roar of, the Greasepaint, The Smell

In comparison to The Roar of the

of the Crowd; directed by Amy Kunen,
was a confusing play that allegorically
compared life fo a gaine. Until I asked a
fellow audience member during intermission, I wasn't even reallysure of what
the play tvas about. I go to musicals in
order to have a fewhappy-gOrlucky hours
of escape, notfo wonder what the hell is
going on.
"
-.•, . '
Despite a nasty bout with tonsillitis,
a musical actors worst nightmare, Tyler

Greasepaint, The Smell of the Crowd, Birds

After the start of Act II; A
Stranger entered the game
and gave Cocky inspiration
to stand up to. Sir. The
Stranger was played by Jay
Paramsothy. He was like a
breath of fresh air to the
stale production, and I
wished that his part could
also have been a bigger one.
Booth was debonair and graceful as the
facilitator of the game.
Cocky, the young man who gets
pushed around by Sir, was an annoyingly naive character who was played by
Christopher Moses. Moses, however, displayed a stunning and rarernusical talent
which wowed the audience.
His beajrtiful voice resonated
through the theater during songs like
"ThisDream." Moses wasrthebestpart of
the production.
Vivian Holtzman,a comically gifted
senior, wasn' t able to display her range as
an actress with her role of The Kid. Her
strong vocals were only heard in one
song, "Put It In The Book" and her obvious energy was not utilized well.
After the start of Act II, A Stranger
entered the game and gave Cocky inspiration to stand up to Sir. The Stranger
was played by Jay Paramsothy. He was
like a breath of fresh air to the stale production, and I wished that his part could
also have been a bigger one. His spiritual
song, "Feeling Good," touched the audience members.
The Girl, played by Sara Jaff e, sang a
lovely song with Cocky, called "My First
Love Song." The cast was rounded up by
a pack of Urchins who harmonized quite
well.
I wouldn't recommend The Roar of
the Greasepaint, The Smell of the Crowd, to

anyone but an avid theater fan. I would
recommend, however, that you get to
know Christopher Moses. He has a very
bright musical future.

of Paradise, directed by Gerald Moshell,
was the more comprehensive and enjoyable of the two musicals. Ittold the story
of a group of amateur actoxs who found
passion,, fulfillment and self worth
through a smalltown, production of a
play. . v
', '"'• , •
A movie star'named Lawrence
Wood, played by Gideon Pollach, returned to his hometown and changed
the lives of the. actors by directing a musicaladaptationof Anton Chekhov^ play,
"The Seagull.". The actors.are unaware
that Wood's optimism, and hope were
also restored by becoming involved with
them. The musical was performed in
Garmany Hall, the theater space whichis
usually reserved for dramatic plays. The
space held a small audience and allowed
for the actors to occasionally mingle with
the viewers.
The set was simple and unadorned
which helped to keep the audience focused on the most successful part of the
show: the cast. The spirited actors were
at their best on Friday night. They engaged the audience with their comic timing and strong vocals.
The aspiring composer and writer,
named Homer, was played endearingly
by Matthew Medeiros. Amie Duffy,
who played a self-involved waitress /
actress/mesmerized the crowd with her
beautiful versionof "Every Day is Night."
Elizabeth Rhoads and Stuart Wolferman
were both hysterical and lyrical as unlikely lovers who find each other during

Not only was the acting in
"Bird of Paradise" excellent, but the musical score
was also superb.
the production of the play, especially
during the opening of Act II, "Penguins
Must Sing."
Kelly Crawford brought much emotion to her character of Marjorie, Homer's
mother, and her vocal range was near to
professional. Stella and Andy, a struggling, young married couple, were sympathetically played by Elizabeth Fifield
and Alexander Johnston. The cast was
rounded up by Pollach, who convincingly portrayed his role of director.
Not only was the acting in "Bird of
Paradise" excellent,butthemusical score
was also superb. . .
The audience of Friday night's show
was lucky enough to meet one of the
writer'softhemusical,pavidEvans. His
wide smile attested to the success of
Moshell's production.
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Andrew Lloyd Webber's Sunset Boulevard Shines In New York
ried off stage.
The production itself is consistent with this theme of lookAndrew Lloyd Webber's ing backwards. Most of the tenhighly acclaimed new musical, sion and controversy stems from
Sunset Boulevard, embraces the Norma Desmond's attempts to
qualities that have come to de- resuscitate her once vibrant actfine musical theater in the past ing career and concomitant star
fifteen years: an ornate set, a status; both of which ended
catchy tune, and a performance when her beauty began to fade.
that daringly manipulates the Desmond is determined to reparameters of live stage. Yet, it capture that ineffable quality of
goes further by entertaining success through ways that are
without sermonizing, stunning alternately raucously humorous
the audience without repelling and pathetically sad.
them.
Although the Broadway
Sunset's success lies in its production of Sunset has been
lack of any sort of forced, histri- immersed in controversy for
onic message, i.e. Mrss Saigon's casting Glenn Close in the lead,
exploitation of a lighthearted there are few visible strains on
genre to force a social message. cast cohesion. Close performs
Sunset Boulevard aspires to res- well in a role that is obviously
urrect classic musical theater shallow, drawing from her vast
with the airy follies and foibles tureen of theater and movie
that built Webber's reputation credits. The role that she plays,
as one of the most known late a sociopathic middle-aged
twentieth-century composers.
woman is far from believable; it
The musical, set in Los An- is more a Tennessee Williams'
geles 1949/50 and based loosely dowager than a Webberian
on the movie of the same name, Christine Daae.
operates well within a terribly
Stronger performances are
unoriginal plot - a classic love given by George Hearn as
triangle of age, beauty, and Max von Mayerling, Desmond's
money. Joe Gillis (Alan butler, and Alice Ripley, who
Campbell), an unemployed adeptly played their extensive,
writer, is trapped between an yet subordinate roles. Hearn,
aging film actress, Norma who received an Emmy for his
Desmond (Glenn Close), who performance in Sweeney Todd
financially supports him, and and a Tony for his role in La Cage
an eager movie studio assistant, aux Folks, combines his domiBetty Schafer (Alice Ripley), who nant stage presence with his
believes in his writing ability.
resonantbaritone voice to captivate
the audience and bring a
Webber, though, has added
several twists to the plot by be- sense of stability to some of the
ginning with the end, which is more bewildering scenes.
to say that Sunset opens with a Ripley, without any noteworpride of paparazzi photograph- thy formerperformances, brings
ing a covered corpse as it is car- an innocence to the stage that
BY PAUL J. SULLIVAN
Senior Editor

fits perfectly with her role as the
naive Betty Schaefer.
The strongest performance
of the show, however, belongs
unquestionably to Alan
Campbell. Despite being on
stage for the entire show,
Campell's voice never once falters, nor does his timing ever
appear off. He has already received many accolades for the
Los Angeles performance of
Sunset, and his current performance should garnish him additional praise.
The final element of the
American musical that Webber
utilizes — an extravagant stage
design — is a mechanical masterpiece, fulfilling the sensory
expectations of even the most
tired audience. Desmond's
home, rendered complete with
baldacchino-Iike pillars and
gilded chandeliers, meshes easily with the frenetic energy of
the movie set. They are both
overshadowed, though, by onstage projections thatni.ike ^ini
set the musical stage eqmwlenl
of a ground breaking nun u> likt
Star Wars. This become-, a bit
muchattimes,precarioiisl\ bordering on tedium, but tnnkts
the musical a true spe^Uu It1
Sunset Boulevard -.UUAI'IIS

well within its prescribed «i>nre
It is not likely to stimulate <in\
intellectual discourse not will
much more than the niusiol
score remain with the iUidit»ni.e
after the curtain is lowo i ei I H u I
thiscannotbeseenasdm Ktins;
from a genre where pei lor meis
feel at ease singing about the
most banal,:ridiculous daily .!<.tivities.
Sunset is made qu i ti' rn|i>} -

And like all Andrew Lloyd
Webber musicals, save the abys-

able by a few solid individual
performances and a seemingly
endless amount of on-stage energy. For this, it should be seen
if the opportunity arises.

mal Starlight Express, it prob-

ably will be playing there for
years, perhaps leaving Broadway only for a national tour, so
the alleged two year wait for
tickets should pass quickly.

Sunset Boulevard is playing

at the Minskoff Theater on 200
West 45th Street in New York.

Attieneum Events
Current Exhibitions
• Vic Paintings of Sylvia Phmack Mangold thru Apul 2r,J
• MATRIX h 20' thru April 2nd.
• jean -Midiel Busquuit's Blue Ribbon Pawhii^t, opens
January 29th

Performance
• Saturday, Jamiai\ 28th, W A M A performance and
slide lecture s> iven b\ 1 he (luei ill J Giris I opics include
i<-sues> in race and gender dis. unnnahon in the art world

Gallery Talks
• Fuesdav, January 31 st, 12 P M. liiruly Hall Trumaina
C urator or Conlemporary Art, Andrea Miller-Keller,
lectures on The Painting*, of Sylvui Mangold

Gala Celebration
• Saturday, January 28th, 8 P.M to Midnight A gala
event celebrating contemporary jrt MATRIX Gallery
artists and The Guerilla Girls are the special guests
Dinner, dancing, and mu&ic are included in the ticket

This is not Peoria. It is not 1959. And this sure ain't no barbershop quartet.
the Center Artists Series in association with Hartford's (very cool)
Real Art Ways proudly present BMG/RCA Catalyst Recording artists

Live on Saturday Night
January 28
8:00 pm - Goodwin Theater
(Reserve your free tix with
your Trinity IDatx2199)

cfl|temporary vocal e^

If Hell's Kitchen has a "whiffenpoof qi

some 411995.
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Toby Twining Music To Perform At Austin Arts
BY CINDY DARLING
Arts Editor

This weekend the Austin
Arts Center, in association with
Hartford's Real Art Ways, presents the energetic performance
and jazzy tunes of Toby Twining Music, one of the hottest a
cappella quartets on the avantgarde music scene.
The group was featured on
National Public Radio and The
Garrison Keillor show, and has
played abroad in Europe, as
well. Last April they released
their first CD, "Shaman," on
BMG/RCA's new Catalyst label.
The group is comprised of
four members: Jeffrey Johnson,
Gregory Purnhagen, Toby
Twining,
and
Rebecca
Weintraub. Toby Twining, the
founder, has worked extensively in the musical world, including training and artist-inresidency at the University of
Illinois. After his time there, he
moved to New York City where
he formed the quartet.
Twining performs a repertoire using yodelling, body percussion, Oriental multiplepitched singing, rap rhythms
and instrument imitation. Audiences at Twining's concerts

have been charged to visible
movement, singing, whistling
and chanting.
Twining's rlfy thmical
sound has its roots in dance,
Twirringhirnselfhavingworked
with choreographers such as Ku
Ming Shen, Mariko Okamotoh
and particularly closely with

Twining's performances are the
confident stage presence of all
members and their overall "polished" appearance. This rare
quality in much of music today,
has been received with rave reviews in the New York music
scene. The quartet has distinguished itself from other mod-

"Twining's singers don't apologize for their
music's weirdness,for the fact thai it doesn't
belong in classical, rock, or anywhere else in
American society."
— Village Voice
Gus Solomons Jr.
The main focus of
Twining's music is the human
voice. Members of the group
stretch their talents to explore
the limits of the vocal music.
According to Twining, "This
extended vocabulary of vocal
techniques enables me to explore
(sounds) usually reserved for instruments only."
As David Perkins of a
North Carolina newspaper said,
"Imagine a crowd of Tibetan
monks chanting alongside a
group of children playing jaw
harps while a solo trumpet carries a calypso melody. Now
imagine that this rough fabric is
actually smooth as silk."
Other notable aspects of

ern music, because it has not
become mainstream, as many
other "avant-garde" groups
have. According to Kyle Gann
of the Village Voice, "Twining's
singers don't apologize for their
music's weirdness, for the fact
that it doesn't belong in classical, rock, or anywhere else in
American society."
Austin Arts is privileged to
receive this dynamic group, and
Trinity students should attend
the concert to hear their unique
and individual sound.
The performance is Saturday, Jan 28th, at 8 PM. Tickets
are $12 general admission, $8
for students, seniors and Real
Art Ways members, and free
with Trinity identification.
Toby Twining will perform this weekend at Austin Arts

MACARONI AU FROMAGE
(EAT WITH GUSTO FOR ABOUT 51c PER SERVING.)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1
3
1
1

cup
tbs
tsp
tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until al dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until smooth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.•
Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 12 million
locations, including grocery stores.

8
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Coeducation Celebration Attracts Accomplished Alumni
p.m. in Hamlin Hall. The readers are Pamela Boulton '88 who
is the Coordinator of the WritThis is not just another aca- ing Program at the Academy for
demic year at Trinity. Twenty- the Performing Arts in Hartford
five years ago, Trinity admitted and has given poetry readings
Connecticut,
women for the first time, thus throughout
fully becoming an institution on Martha Ramsey '75 who has a
par with its neighboring com- book of poems coming out this
petitors. In celebration of this year, Wendy Rawlins '88 who
monumental event, Trinity has received her MFA in Creative
been sponsoring lectures and Writingfrom Colorado State and
events which highlight the is currently a Ph.D. candidate at
movement from a traditionally the University of Utah, and
all male college to a coed institu- Martha Cooley '76 a free-lance
tion; With the second semester writer and novelist. Finishing
already underway, evidenced up the day at8:00p.m. on Thursby the long lines of students buy- day, February 2nd in Hamlin
ing books in the bookstore, the Hall, will be a reading by
upcoming events promise to be Johanna Scott '82. Scott is Associate Professor of English at the
exciting and educational.
The premise behind the University of Rochester and aucontinuing celebration was pri- thor of three novels.
marily designed to benefit the
These informal gatherings
current students who attend are ideal for Englishmajors, anyTrinity. By welcoming back dis- one thinking about doing posttinguished alums who, since graduate work in the Humanitheir graduation from Trinity, ties, or individuals interested in
have used their experiences here the literary arts. By observing
to further guide them in the real people who have used their deworld, students can see what gree from Trinity to advance in
other people have accomplished academia by teaching at other
and exactly how they have prestigious colleges and univerachieved success. The main fo- sities, students can get a sense of
cus is to have the alums interact what lies beyond Trinity and
directly with the students, them- what it may take to get there.
selves, and to promote dialogue
The following day starting
about some of these issues.
at 10:30 a.m. in the 3rd Terrace
Kicking off the celebration Room in Mather Hall, The Trinthis semester are events which ity Women's Organization is
are exciting and focus on ac- sponsoring "From English Macomplished alumnae in the hu- jor to Published Author", a cofmanities. The first event is fee hour with Scott Egloff, artist
"Readings by Alumnae" taking in residence with the Classic
place on February 2nd at 4:00 Stage Company in New York,
BY ROBYN SCHEFPMAN
Features writer

...To begin immediately a study of the feasibilty of Co-education
and Elizabeth Egloff '75 an arThese two day events have
tistic associate for the Yale Rep- been designed with students in
ertory. The purpose of the cof- mind. The writers will stay on
fee hour is for students to meet campus, they will eat in our
with the writers and to discuss dining facilities and will fully
how they got to be published integrate themselves into underwriters after graduating from graduate life. Many of them
Trinity.
will be interested in seeing how
Also on February 3, in the Trinity has developed physiFaculty Club, there will be a cally over the years. They may
panel discussion at 8p.m., "Po- remember a Trinity College of
etry, Fiction, and Drama: The single sex dorms and only men's
Function of Art in the Commu- athletic teams.
nity", moderated by Michelle
Other worthwhile coeduCliff, professor of English. The cation events in February will
culminating reading will be by be "Celebration of '69: CoeduEgloff and Chase Twichell '73 cation at Trinity" which are allwho is a lecturer in the Creative day activities culminating in an
Writing Program at Princeton all Mather party February 10th
University and author of four primarily sponsored by the
books of poetry.
SGA.
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Monday, February 13 there
will be a panel discussion "Sex,
Stereotyping, and Social Norms:
A Dialogue Between Generation" at 4:00 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge. There will even be activities taking place during
Reading Week.
The main focus of these coeducation events is for students
to understand what life was like
here many years ago. Thumbing through The Ivy only gives
students a sense of what life was
like. By having alums back who
were here when Trinity was at
the forefront of becoming one of
the best small colleges in the
country, maybe we can better
understand where we need to
go to maintain this idea.

High Spirits Liquors
Wines and Liquors • 237 White Street • 956-2221
Directions
Specials

Budweiser & Bud Lite

Summit S t " ^ Fairfield Ave.

Beer Balis A valiable!
12 Packs of Bottles
Samuel Adams
MolSOn Golden or Light

Heineken
Becks

$10.99
$8.99
$10.99
$9.99

30-Packs
Budweiser
Miller Lite

$15.99
$13.99

Skol Vodka
1.75 Liter
$10.99

$13.99
$13.99
$10.99
$10.99
$9.99

Tanq Vodka
750 ml
$12.99

Cases of Cans
Red Dog cube case
icetlOUSe cube case

Busch
Miller Genuine Draft
Milwaukee's Best

tfSf"

•>
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Personal Application for Admission — Class of 1999
Application Type: • Regular Decision
G Hurried Decision
• Drunken Decision

Extracurricular And Personal Activities: Please indicate during which year(s) of High
School you participated in any of the following activities. Do not include activities not listed below.
Grades
Highest Position or Honors Earned
Activity
9 10 11 12
Squash
Field Hockey
Lacrosse
Country Club Officer
Young Republicans

Last Name

First

Middle Initial

Suffix (ex: III)

Mailing Address During Academic Year (At Boarding School)
Mailing Address During Academic Year (Vacation Home)

How Would You Describe Yourself?
•
•
•
•

Handicaps: (check all that apply)
•
•
•
Q

New England WASP
Philadelphia WASP
WASP-other
Other

Clothing Type:

White hat affixed to head
Skin damage from tanning beds.
Tennis elbow
Ski-injury

Prerequisites: (check all that apply)

• Type I (Talbott's, Brooks Brothers).
• Type II (J. Crew, LL Bean, Lands End).
Q Type III (Grunge: wrinkled Type I or II).

• Fake ID
Q Loose sense of morals
• Attitude™

Financial Information:
Parents' Combined Income:
• under $75,000
• $75,000-$200,000
• $200,000-$500,000
Q $.5M-$1.5M
Q $1.5M-3M
• Over $3M
Q
O

Sources of Income: Indicate the percentage
of income that comes from each of the below
categories.
• Primary Job
Q Real Estate
• Trust fund
• Lawsuit revenue
• Junk Bonds
• Inheritance
Q Stock dividends

Secondary High School

Transportation:

Type of secondary school:
• Boarding
Q Day School
Name of secondary school:
• Choate-Ftosemary Hall
Q Deerfield Academy
• Exeter
Q Loomis-Chaffee
• Other

Indicate how many miles you live from Trinity:
• less than 50
• 150-200
• 50-100
• 200-500
Will you be bringing a Saab to campus?
Year:
Color:
Model
Turbo: Y / N Sunroof: Y / N Phone: Y / N

Social Attributes:
CO

Besides the academics, a large part of the College Experience is the social life of a
campus. Please indicate the following as accurately as possible:
Year in high school during which you started drinking:
Most Number of beers successfully consumed in one hour:
_____
Number of hookups whose names you remember:
______
Number of hookups whose names you don't remember:

Debutante
Other:

Summer Employment: Please describe your summer jobs in the space below.
Position:

Employer:

Lifeguard

Beach

Caddy

The Club

Baby-sitter

Family Friends

Assistant

Dad's Golf Partner

Duties Performed:

Free Response:
While the numbers and party statistics provide hard facts about your achievements,
your personal characteristics are better expressed through free writing. Please answer
two of the following questions. Attach your responses to another sheet of paper.
• You notice someone who is not a member of your country club who keeps looking at
their watch and acting suspiciously. Would you call security or approach the shabbily
dressed fellow?
• A new student transfers to your Prep School and you are assigned to show them
around. You make friends with the newcomer and enjoy their company, but you are
disturbed by the way they dress. Would you let them dress as they please or
encourage them to dress like everyone else?
• Describe the hardships you encountered in purchasing mail-order clothing before you
had a credit card.
• Mummy and Daddy offer to buy you a car for getting a 3.0 this semester. They do not
" specify the price range, but you know that if you ask for something too expensive, you
probably won't get the trip to the Caribbean. On the other hand, you don't want to be
laughed at on campus for driving something Japanese or American. What do you do?
• As an employee of The Gap, you are faced with a labor dispute. The full-time
employees of the company vow to strike in order to get medical benefits, and ask you
to join. If you go on strike, you will have no beer money and you could lose your 10%
discount. However, if you cross the picket lines, the other employees will no longer
welcome you in the store. Do you run the risk of being banned from The Gap?
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National Differences Noted As...

Trinity Student Describes Experience In The Moscow Airport
under a slightly mustached lip asked. I
nodded briskly, my gaze buried in a
'Newsweek article about the crashing
MOSCOW — For Americans, air- Rouble. Quickly, the social, blithe Rusplane flights are times of uncomfortably sians learned to leave the cold, austere
forced community. We are seated shoul- American alone.
der to shoulder, seats backs and tray
My plane landed uneventfully and
tables in their upright and locked posi- taxied to the gate. All around the tarmac
tion, our "personal space" violated in were scattered Boeing (or at least very
every direction. There are few times that good copies of Boeing) jets marked with
Americans will submit to this kind of the blue and white of Russia's major
community bonding. For years, in fact, airline — "Aeroflot." I remembered the
enormous movie theaters were built warning words of my British ticket agent,
throughout the United States — not be- "Oh no, trust me, you don't want to fly
cause back then more people went to on Air-O-Flop."
movies, but rather because they insisted
Well-wornmen scattered around the
on occupying only every other seat
hull of my plane. There were no uniOn the other hand for Russians, the forms or security badges to distinguish
four hours between London and Mos- them from anyone else. Instead there
cow, on British Airways flight 872, were was a certain aura of seasoned wisdom-,
very social. Every Russian on the plane about them. The same sort of aura that
was, in some way or another, quite well surrounds fishermen who sit in the pubs
off. The man in the double-breasted, of New England. The same thick,
olive colored suit with his hair slicked gloveless hands that have pulled a thouback and his face tanned; the woman sand bags off planes coming from all
sitting next to me in her short, leather ends of the earth, or roped in crab traps
skirt and thick, red lipstick; and espe- as dusk fell off the coast of Maine. I felt
cially the two Reebok clad kids running rather at ease when I saw one of them
up and down the aisle looking for the carefully lift my green, Eddie Bauer bag
BY MATTHEW PRINCE
Editor-in-Chief

In the aisles — talking, chatting, making friends, doing
business —fasten seat belt sign or not, these people were
at a social function. And no one, not even the stewardess
— a woman who combined the most ferocious traits of
British and Russian culture, and spoke both languages
through a strong German accent — could get them to sit
down and act as they were supposed to.

St. Basil's Cathedral on Red Square.
descript jetway and formed lines where
what I assume were unemployed Russian soldiers checked passports and visas from booths not dissimilar to those in
parking garages. Two business men bestewardess to get more cans of "Pepzee- and place it lightly on theluggage cart. It hind me in line commented on what they
Cola" — none of these people looked was at this point, probably more than called the "coffee can decor" of the airparticularly "Russian." Strangely, many any other, that I should have realized I port — presumably after the thousands
of what look like large, brown Sanka
of them looked almost American.
was not in America.
But while they may have had "the
"What do you think you are doing cans butted one against another, coverlook" down, they had yet to master the here Mr. Matthew Browning Prince *— ing the ceiling, certain ones hiding
attitude of an American on an airplane. passportnumber611670098,parentsjohn lightblubs, but in no discernible pattern.
The Moscow airport was built to
In the aisles — talking, chatting, making and Pamela, one sister, two dogs, had a
friends, doing business — fasten seat rabbit but it died?" The romantic in me impress the visiting athletes during the
belt sign or not, these people were at a played through all sorts of wild scenarios 1980 Olympics. It was probably out of
social function. And no one, not even the of what would happen after I stepped off date from the day it was built, but it is
stewardess — a woman who combined the plane. What would be said in the still the most modern airport in the area.
the most ferocious traits of British and dark, cement room with a bright light Istood behind the red line thatwas drawn
Russian culture, and spoke both lan- pointed right in my eyes — a man I could across the floor 3 yards from the visa
guages through a strong German accent not see behind it and a voice I could booths. Somehow everyone knew to
—could get them to sit down and act as barely understand through its thick, Rus- stand behind the red line until they were
called.
they were supposed to.
sian accent.
I, on the other hand, had the attitude
Fortunately, I guess, it was all far
A black family in front of me was
mastered. "Iz thes your first time to more mundane than that. The passen- being hassled by the unemployed solRussia?" the woman with the red lipstick gers of the plane emptied out of the non- diers. The businessmen commented

BAZAROFF JONES

JENNIFER AI5PACH

about the amount of racism still present
in Russia. For everyone else, including
me, making it through customs took
thirty seconds — a look at my passport
and visa, two brisk stamps full of words
and symbols I could not understand, and
a half sarcastic smile from the soldier as
he buzzed me through a small gate. For
the Jamaican family who had come to
Russia to visit relatives they had not seen
in almost ten years, the process took over
twenty minutes.
I walked through the gate and out of
the Moscow airport. People all around
poked their heads out of unmarked cars
yelling, "You need taxzee?" The air was
cold and dry — like standing atop a
Colorado mountain before the first run
of the morning. To my right, a large
billboard caught my attention. "Miller
Genuine Draft," it proclaimed in bright,
red letters under a sweating beer bottle.
Justabove,asimple, white signreminded
me exactly where I was: "Welcome to
Moscow." Welcome to Moscow, indeed.
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A Game Of Chess In Aleppo
BY R. B. DAVIDSON MACLAREN
Production Manager

ALEPPO — The air was crisp and
held the sweetness of baklava and chamomile. Haggard mules burdened by
watermelons and balding burlap sacks
stumbled over cobblestones; shrouded
women, reverent in their modesty,
bustled among Kurdish scarves. In the
centuries-old tunnels of the souk, the
Syrian sun drifted through a
distant grate, fell into the shadows, and reverberated off the
beaten brass around me. In
the light, I saw a face.
Wizened like that of a grattdfather, hewn by the desert
and tempered by the city, it
was the face of a man surrounded by a thousand
colors, theblues,reds,
and yellows of a
weaver, the colors of
a kilim rug.
"Ahlan wasahalan." He rose from
his wicker seat in
greeting and lit; a
small lantern. Before
his outstretched hands, blistered by his
trade, were the riches of an earlier era:
the filigreed silver of the Bedouin, fragments of Orthodox mosaics from
Byzantium, the tarnished lighter of a
Frenchman, and heaped upon the floor
and walls, the products of his loom.
Heavily sugared in the traditional manner, tea was brought by an unseen servant; he bade me sit and drink.
"Britisher, Australia, or America?"
I answered that I was an American student on scholarship. We talked about
family and education, heritage and tradition. As intrigued as I was with this

man and his country, he was with me.
He quoted heavily from Voltaire and the
Bible, and passionately from the Qur'an.
He sweltered in the black smoke of Turkish cigarettes. Ht handled his prayer
beads with unexpected, deftness. He
spoke of the Vichy French government
fallen years ago, the injustices of Israel in'
the Golan, and the efforts of .President
Asad. He spoke of perceptions. From an
oaken curio clothed in dust, he removed
a chessboard.
"You know play chess,
yes?"
"Oh, somewhat."
He questioned me about
the United States as he
fondled each hand carved
piece; a flaw in the
mother of pearl
caught his watery
eyes. Little had he
heard of back alley
abortions, laolj of
gun control, 'and
easy
women.
Homelessness
grievedhim deeply.
The Westernneed of
privacywasbeyond
his comprehension. Under our conversation, the match drew on, and as afternoon ushered in the shades of evening, I
stood defeated. On hearing the muezzin, he rose with grace that defied his
years, took my hand, and led me from
the confusion of the souk to the stillness
of the streets. We parted in that calm,
and as he slowly walked away, he turned
and softly repeated, "Remember the old
men of the souk, the Muslim, Jewish, and
Christian children who play soccer in a
Street Called Straight, remember what
you have seen... remember... remember."

Dart
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TOP

10 REASONS

LATE NIGHTS ARE ILLEGAL
10. Burden was getting into ti»o many lights.
9. Dean iVters needs excuse to play with his phone.
8. Would rather h.n e drunk sludents trash the
dorms than the immaculate fiat house-..
7. NBC's lawyers threatened to sue.
b. Beer pony labor strike.
3. Misinterpretation of "closing" Vernon S&.ve:.
i 4. Crot\ brothers sis'' trying to fi«uro out how hi ge
into their house.
3. LI mo lost their only CO.
2. Sigma Nu couldn't sta) up that late.
•

i

I 1. Tri-delts already occupied at that hour.
Distributed Via Voice Maii Saturday Morninq From
The Dean Of Students' Office
(please press 7 6 after listening to the fo!iowir.g message)

To Vote

Wecfciesday, January 251h
Bistro or Mather
until 7:00 PM

SPORTS
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Sarmuk and Toolan: Inseparable Two-Sport Stars

BY BRIAN WOODWARD
Sports Writer

The success of the Trinitv
women's basketball team rna}.
be the biggest athletic story this
year. The team is now 12-0,
ranked fourth in Division IIJ

SPORTS
SPOTLIGHT
New England, and twentieth
nationally. The Bantams are
only three victories shy of theii
total from last season, and
eleven games still remain in the
regular season. Trinity's rise tc
the upper echelon of Division
III basketball is startling considering center Ka te Arms trong
and power forward Jen
Hadfield, the College's second
all-time leading scorer, graduated last year. A major ingredient in this team's start is the
squad's only seniors, co-captains Patty Sarmuk and B.J.
Toolan. The two are the best of
frierds, have been roommates
for the past three years, and
have combined to form a dynamic duo on the softbaO diamond forthepastthree seasons
as well.
One can recognize Toolan
on the court yelling her patented, "Bali, Ball, Ball," in a an
attempt to fluster opponents defensively, with her distinct New
York accent (Tarryfowrt, NY).
And, oh, by the way, she also
does a decent job of handling
the ball, bail, ball offensively,
because she has been lighting it
up thisseason,leading the teamin scoring (19.9 ppg.}. On Saturday night, she put on a show
at Coast Guard, leading all scorers with 31 points, including 7

team's number one pitcher.
Despite their athletic suc'•A:
cess, B.J. and Patty actually decided to attend Trinity for its
4
'
>
academic reputation. Both saw
the advantage Trinity offers for
I** *
»
students who desire to play
*
more than one sport.
Sarmuk also felt welcomed by the coaches and athletes she met while visiting the
campus her senior year in high
* J
<
r
school. Sarmuk elaborated, "1
felt most comfortable with the
teammates J was introduced to.
It was a really good atmot
r
V
sphere."
I
In the classroom, Toolan is
a Neuroscience major, but she
*
*
hopes to remain close to athletics after graduation in May.
SUSAN UUJLV
B.J. Toolan '95 (I.) and Patty Sarmuk '95 are roommates and teammates on the
Toolan aspires to become a
women's basketball and softbal] teams. This season, they have been instrumental in
physical therapist --"r-^i-ro!
leading the hoopsters to a 12-0 start.
down the road. B.j. explained, i
three-pointers. Toolan has used shot is automatic. Sarmuk and Toolan have handled the pres- "It was something! djc:.jcd r.\\
her deadly outside shooting Toolan's styles have been indica- sure of being the only seniors on my freshman year. I realized • i
game and suffocating defense tive of the success of this team.. the squad beautifully. Both wanted to be near athletics, and
(she leads the Bantams in steals With the absence of a dominat- roommates think that being co- this way everyday would be
with 4,45 per game) to become ing inside presence, the Lady captains has alleviated some of exciting and something new."
the go-to-player on the team in Bantams have relied on their thepressure and, "has definitely Toolan wants to work a? n
physical therapist assistar-L- ^..
the clutch (recall the Wesleyan aggressive defense and outside made it more fun."
1
game on December 3 where she shooting to win. Toolan comThe two athletes have been year in a rehabilitation c^*"'
sunk the winning free throws in mented that this hasbeen to their major contributors on the soft- inNew Yorkbefore she goes on
the final seconds). Toolan'sper- advantage because, "we have a ball field as well. Toolan is a to graduate school.
formance has recently caught lot of experience on the perim- three year starter at shortstop
Sarmuk is an education
the eye of more than just the eter. The past few years our and received the team's Most major with a concentration in
fans and her teammates, as The game revolved around getting Valuable Player award last sea- mathematics. By becoming an
Hartford Courard had two col- it to the big guys, and teams son. Toolan'sbatisashotasher education major at Trinity, it
umns reporting her success last could concentrate on stopping touch on the court, leading the has forced Patty to attend sevweek.
that Now teams cannot focus team in batting for the second eral classes at St. Joseph's i..J
Sarmuk has a certain flair on one player.""
seasonina row with a .360 aver- Wesleyan which is not an p?-~y
task while also playing i-.>. o
of her own on the basketball
Sarmuk and Toolan do not age.
court as well, which coincides seem overwhelmed by Trinity's
Sarmuk assumes the high sports. Patty's plans for rtex:
with her outgoing personality. rise to the top. Both players pressured role of pitching for year are still up in the air, but
She uses an inside-outside game explained, "we knew we would the team. Last season was the she is considering a Masters deto score her points. She imple- be good. Everyone has filled CollinsvilleXTnative'sfirstfuli gree or PhD in mathematics.
ments a combination of post-up their roles and contributed." season as a starting pitcher.. She Wherever these two sruderi
moves and medium range shots
A big factor in creating finished with a 6-6 record and athletes end up, one thing is i'or t
to contribute offensively. On a team chemistry, which is vital to 4.14 ERA. Look for Sarmuk to certain, their contributicr. tr!
good night, when Sarmuk is abasketbaUteam'seffectiveness, have a great season in the spring Trinity athletics has been su-i
|
within 15 feet of the hoop, her is leadership. Sarmuk and as she continues her role as the perb.
ty

•Y

***

-

4

•r

F
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Bantams Smoke Nichols, Coast Guard; Remain Undefeated
continued from page 24

With Sue Dinklage '97 averaging 10.1 and Sue Lally '96,
3.6 points per game, Trinity
maintains virtually two starting
line-ups, consistently rotating 10
players each game. "Our depth
has been our most damaging
weapon," noted Toolan. "By the

respectively.
In Thursday's game against
Nichols, Trinity again dominated from start to finish, limiting their opponents to just 18
points each half en route to an
89-36 drubbing. Every player
scored for the Bantams including 15 points from Toolan and

"I don't think anyone can expect [to he 12-0],
but now that it has happened, it seems like a
realistic point with the player personnel we
have."
— Patty Sarmuk '95
second half teams are too worn
down to keep pace."
Since returning from New
Year'sbreak, Trinity has crushed
the teams from Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Wellesley,
Nichols, and Coast Guard. This
past Saturday, the Bantams traveled to New London to take on a
Cadets team that was 1-10 entering the game. Trinity started
slow, facing a zone defense for
the first time this season. "The
zone surprised us at first,"
Toolan said. "We were caught
off guard a t first, but soon, I just
gothotand starting hitting from
outside." With only a seven
point lead at halftime, Coach
Pine rallied her team for 71-54
win. Toolan led all scorers with
a season high 31 points, including 7 three-point field goals.
Ryczek and Anderson also highlighted the strongguardplay by
contributing 13 and 11 points

15 from Ryczek. "The Nichols
game was like a comedy act,"
said team manager Keyne Berry
'96. "Before the game, Nichols
suited their trainer, who hadn't
played since high school, fearing they wouldn't have enough
players. Then before warm-ups
the players sat in the stands eating popcorn and hot dogs."
Sarmuk also thought the
situation was strange. "I could
overhear people in the stands
saying, 'Undefeated, this should
be interesting!' But, it was a
good game since every player
got some quality minutes to
play," she said.
The extra playing time
could come in handy in
Thursday's rematch against
Wesleyan. In their previous
meeting earlier in the season,
Trinity battled back from a halftime deficit to tie the game at 65
with under 30 seconds remain-

FILE PHOTO

RYCZEK
ing. Then with only 11.6 seconds left on the clock, Toolan
sunk two free throws to cap a
67-65 victory. "Over my four
years at Trinity, Wesleyan has

been our toughest rival. Each
game has come down to the last
few points and so far we've
seemed to come out in the end.
We know they're gunning for
us, so Thursday's game should
be incredible," said Sarmuk.
The Trinity-Wesleyan game
will be broadcast live from the
campus of Wesleyan University
on Thursday. The game can be
heard on WRTC 89.3 FM. Air
time is 6:00 PM, and will be announced by this humble author, Bryan G. Satter '95, and
Amy Shugar '98.
Following Thursday's
game, the Bantams return home
for the first half of a basketball
doubleheader on Saturday,
when they face Connecticut
College at 1:00 PM. The men's
team follows with 3:00 PM game.

NEWBA DIV . 3 POLL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Wheaton
8-3
Salem St.
8-2
11-1
So. Maine
Trinity
12-0
Middlebury 11-2

NESCAC STANDINGS
W-L

Trinity
Middlebury
Tufts
Williams
Bowdoin
Wesleyan
Conn.
Amherst
Bates
Hamilton
Colby

13-0
11-2
9-3
8-4
6-3
6-6
6-6
6-7
4-5
4-8
3-8

Let us
combineall
y@ni debts into one
m -to-manage payment.
liad credit no problem. ALL accepted based on ability to pay.
FUST HBIF I s J U S T k Vmmw. tM.
RECORDING)
Call day or night 1 - 3 0 5 - 5 3 7 - 3 6 1 7 , <z*
for vour FREE APPLICATION or write;
BUD GETM ASTER

HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022
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Swimmers Plan To Taper' Into Tournament

BYCLAYSIEGERT
SporisWriier

provided us with a measuring
stick to see where we are right
now."
All season long, the swimWhen-the team returned to
ming team has been utilizing a campus, trie women met their
proven training regiment which first challenge against Mount
they think will produce out- Holyoke. Coming off the instanding results during the New tense workouts in Florida and
England combines and the three straight weeks of practice,
the Lady Bantams were visibly
NCAA tournament.
This regiment is called "ta- worn as they were ousted by the
pering." The plan begins with fresher Holyoke squad. Althe swimmers performing ex- though they lost the meet, sevhaustive long distance workouts eral swimmers, mostnotably coin excess of ten miles. Then as captain Beth Downer '95 and
the season continues the work- breast-stroker Sarah Stuckey '95,
outs are progressively "tapered" swam exceptionally well.
The loss to Holyoke was
so as to concentrate on shorter
and faster sprints. The inten- not a disappointment though
tion of this form of training is to because the Bantams realized,
prime the athletes for peak per- as Stuckey explained, "The
formance at the New Englands method of training we are using
andtheNCAAs. Based on their is to see results later on in the
performances in recent meets, it New Englands." They underis apparent that all of the mental stood that they might have to
and physical preparation which sacrifice some success now for
comes from this type of training achievement in the future.
is working.
The next meet against
Over Winter break. Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Trinity's swimmers traveled to
Florida. Thepurpose of the trip "Our hard work will
was, according to coach Amy
Williams, to train without "the pay off in the end."
distractions of academia." While — Cheryl Buchanan
there, they engaged in eleven
days of rigorous double-session signaled a turning point for the
workouts. They also gained in- team as both the men and the
valuable experience by practic- women were victorious. In this
ing with the swimmers from meet the Bantams were lead by
Kenyon College, last year's Di- the versatility of co-captain
vision III National Champion. Cheryl Buchanan '95, Allison
Coach Williams, a recent gradu- Guild '97 and Scott Heidorn '97.
ate of Kenyon, said of the work- These swimmers have been racouts withher alma mater, "They ing well all season in a variety of

ALICE VAMADA

The Bantams excelled in the breaststroke, among other events, this weekend as they
attempted to keep Brandeis at an arm's length.
events. It was in the WPI meet, four years here." The Bantams swimmers improved on their
however, that the team started stayed close with the Cardinals race times from previous meets.
to see improvement in their and were, as Joanna McKeigue Most notably, Kim Blondin '95
times - improvement that can be '97 stated, "within striking dis- and Dave McFarland '97
attributed to the "tapering" tance the whole time." Several achieved career best times. The
training technique. "We are Bantams, such as Wayne fact that Trinity's swimmers are
swirnrningbetter every time we Ogorzalek '95, Tom Murray '97 breaking their personal records
lineup on the blocks," said coach and Alison McBride '98 (winner at this point in the season is a
Williams.
of the both the 1000 and 500 testament to coach Williams'
This improvement contin- yard sprints), set personal bests. training method.
In light of their recent posiIn. their next meet, against
ued into the team's next meet
with traditional rival Wesleyan, Brandeis, the Bantams contin- tive performances, Trinity's
a perennial powerhouse inNew ued to show signs that they are swimmers are extremely optiEngland swimming. They met well on their way towards hav- mistic about the postseason.
the challenge by having what ing success in the postseason. Said Cheryl Buchanan, "We are
co-captain Jared Von Arx called Both the men and the women confident that our hard work
"the best meet we've had in my triumphed, and many of the will pay off in the end."

Pizzas:
Cheese Pizza
Toppings

Small (12")
$4

Large (16")

$.50

$7
$1

Sheet (18x24)
$12

$2.50

Subs:
BLT, meatball, cooked salami, genoa salami, pepper oni,
tuna, ham & cheese, sausage, meatless, eggplant
Italian, roast beef, turkey, veal, turkey & bacon,
chicken parmigiana, pastrami
Half: $4 Whole: $5.25

Salads:
Chef, Greek, Tuna, Antipasto:
Tossed Salad:

$6
$4

Dinners:
Ravioli, Chicken Parmigiana,
Stuffed Shells, Manicotti: $5.25
Lasagna, Shells or Spaghetti with
Meatball, sausage or shrimp: $6
Spaghetti or Shells: $5

Gyros: $4.25 W i n g s : $5

Cheese Pizza
Check out our specialty menu,
including these entrees:
Linguine Mediterranean
Lasagna Alexandria
Fetuccine Alfredo
Garden Pasta
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp
Pasta Monterey
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Oriental Chicken Mazen
Blackened Chicken
Baked Chicken Mazen
Beef and Peppers
Shrimp on a Stick
Steak on a Stick
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi
Marcoppi Bread

$5.95
$7.95
$5.95
$5.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$7.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$7.50
$3.50

278-4334
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Cardinals, Jumbos Fall; Basketball Stakes Claim To #1
continued from page 24

tory. In addition to Wolff's
game-high 30 points, McKelvin
finished with 21 and dished out
12 assists. The win was huge
because Alvernia was one of the
top teams in the Middle Atlantic. McKelvin added, "We might
see them again in the NCAA's."
After the sensational win,
the Bantams had to get back to
work because rival Wesleyan
was coming to town. The game
was expected to be a tense one
because the two teams traditionally have a rivalry of trash talking and competitive spirit. In
the first half, the Bantams came
out strong as McKelvin hit his
first four shots, including three
long three pointers. With a 3124 lead late in the first half, the
Bantams held the Cardinals
scoreless for four minutes and
took a 38-24 lead. Trinity led at
halftime 40-29, and it looked as
if they would be able to blow the
Cardinals out.
However, Wesleyan began
to slow the tempo down and got
themselves back into the game
as the Bantams began to play
careless and sloppy. With Trinity clinging to a 49-44 lead and
12:06 left in the game, Moody
hit a three pointer to extend the
lead to eight. However,
Wesleyan would not give up,
and Trinity hit a cold streak.

Trinity point guard Troy McKelvin '96 heads the Bantam offense
Derek Frank last Tuesday. Trinity won going away, 78-70.
Ttic Bantams went scoreless for the Bantams won their sixth conthree and a half minutes, and secutive game over the CardiCardinal guard Matt Kingsley nals 78-70. After the game, Reh
scored six straight points to cut commented about the win, "We
the Bantams lead to two, 63-61 knew that Wesleyan would be
with 4:01 left. Proving once again tough, but we also had the conto be clutch under pressure, fidence that we would pull it
Wolff promptly hit a three out." McKelvin finished with a
pointer and the lead increased game-high 26 points, while
to five, 66-61. Trinity stepped Aiken and Wolff each chipped
up the defense and forced the in with 13 points and 10 reCardinals to foul. McKelvin, bounds and Brendon Gallagher
Chris Reh '95, Aiken, and Wolff '98 contributed 9 points and four
all canned their free throws and rebounds.
With a 9-1 record and a
number seven ranking, the Bantams knew their next game
would be very important as topranked Tufts came to Ray
HYMARKMI'\TONH
Hartford's semi-pro Twilight Oosting Gymnasium with an
undefeated record against Diviurts Lditor
League.
sion III opponents and 9-1 overAt Wether.sfielil, Soucy
Assistant Baseball Coach will replace Joe Klinger, who all. Tufts' only loss came against
Ken Soiuy has resigned that retired after twenty-three years. Division II Southern Connectipost to ncce.pt the position ot " Ken comes to us wi th a va ricry cut. Before one of the most supv arsi ty baseba 11 COJ ch a t nearby of coaching experience - al the portive and enthusiastic crowds
Wclhersfield High School, high school, college, and semi- ever at Trinity, the Bantams
WHS Athletic Director Pete pro levels," Kokonis told The outplayed the Jumbos and won
86-80. Tri-Captain Patrick
Kokon.is announced last week. HartJnrdCmimnt. Soucy pitched
Soucy spent the last eight for Kokonis at ttulkley in the Kinzeler '95 had a good feeling
about this game coming in: "I
sesaons as Trinity's pitching latt: 1970s.
coach.
Before coming to Trinity, knew we were going to win.
Everyone was nervous before,
especially Coach Ogrodnik, but
"Our loss is Weiherfield's gain. [SoucyYs
I was confidant we would play
just tremendous - an excellent coach, a very our game, and well."
In the first half, it looked
good motivator, and a •pleasure to play for."
like the Jumbos wouldn't even
AlCarbone'95
get a shot to hit the rim, as Reh,
Aiken, and Kinzeler were block'"Our loss is Wetiiernfield's Coach Soucy coached junior
ing shots and forcing Jumbo big
lair./' said Al Carbonc V5, n vjtsily baseball .it the now- men to alter their shots. Reh was
!0iithp»us member of the Ban- defnent Soulh Catholic Nigh
also impressive on the offensive
am piiching stiii'f. "1 !oV junl School in i uiriforii. I vom 1986end, as he hit his first three shots
remendous •in<'Nwllenlaijic'h, W, he was the ouc'h <•)( thr
very good miViivcitor, and a VVelhersfield Amprioin f rgion
leisure, to play for."
team.
Soucy i.s a former pitcher
"I'm very happy for him;
or Bulkley I ligh School licre in he deserves it," said Carbone.
T.irtfurdand EnslprnConnerii- "The whole pitching staff
ut State. University in thanks him for his hard work.
A'illimantic. He went on tobe- Hupo.fi.iliy we will carry on,
:oine a stand-out pitcher in what he ha? taught lib."

Soucy Leaves Trinity Baseball

Accepts Head Job at Wethersfield High

Bants Crush Big Green
continued from page 24

Bartlett. "This was a big win
for her, but I wasn't too concerned with her 0-3 start - she
was playing the best players in
the country."
Bartlett was pleased with
the rest of her team's performance, as they easily handled a
Dartmouth squad that was as
rough as any team on the schedule. Courtney Dann '95 battled
to a five game victory, and
Chick disposed of her opponent in four games. DebNicolls

'95 suffered the only loss for
the Bantams succumbing in a
bitterly contested match, 3-2.
"Dartmouth is very physical - traditionally they always
have been," said Bartlett.
However, she realized that the
toughest stretch of the season
was yet to come. The Bantams
will have seven matches in the
next two weeks. "This team is
in great condition," explained
Bartlett, "but we must still continue to hit long and deep, volley, and stay offensive."

against Wesleyan's

ALICE YAMADA

to help the Bantams take a 27-8
lead with 11:48 to go in the first
half. "There big men weren't
playing on me,' Reh said, "so I
got the ball in good position and
drained them." The Bantams
continued their assault in the
first half as Moody (5 points),
Wolff (12 points), and McKelvin
were successful in getting the
Trinity offense in gear. When
Wolff swished a three pointer
with three seconds left in the
first half, the Bantams were in
command 44-30. "We took them
out of their offense early, which
enabled our offense to convert,"
explained Trinity head coach
Stan Ogrodnik.
The Bantams opened the
second half with a 16-7 run and
led 56-37 when Reh canned a
three pointer with 16:38 left in
the game. Reh had a very productive game scoring 12 points,
grabbing a team-high 9 rebounds, and blocking an amazing six shots. Reh and fellow
classmate Kinzeler (11 points 7
rebounds) combined to control
Tufts' two leading scorers, Chris
McMahon and Eric Emmert. At
15:02, Trinity increased their
lead to 21,60-39, when Aiken hit
two free throws after being
fouled on an offensive rebound.
Facing an uphill struggle, the
Jumbos began to catch fire and
the Bantams began to cool down
a bit. The Jumbos, ied by their
leading scorer, McMahon (27
points), went on a 18-4 run over
seven minutes to cut the Bantam lead to seven, 64-57.

Free Ice
Time
At
Kiiigswoo^-Qxford

Free recreational ice skating is being offered for Trinity
College Students and Faculty as part of Trinity's relationship
with the Kingswood-Oxford School and their ice rink
Trinity ID and skates (no rentals available) will gain you
admission to the Brayton Athletic Center at the KingswoodOxford School from 12:45 to 2:30 PM on the following Sundays:
January 29, February 12, and February 19.
For more information, please call the school at
233-9631.

However, with 7:48 left,
Wolff hit a three pointer to increase the lead to ten, 67-57. For
the remainder of the game, Wolff
carried the Bantams on his
shoulders, scoring 17 of the
Bantam's final 22 points. With
the crowd supporting the team
on each possession, the Bantams
held the Jumbos in check with
some great defensive plays and
some dutch shots. Mark Lotty
'96 hit a big three pointer with
3:42 left in the game to put the
Bantams up 78-65 and made a
great defensive play on the next
possession to thwart a Jumbo
scoring opportunity. With Wolff
hitting practically everything he
threw up from the field and free
throw line (7 for 8), the Bantams
held off the Jumbos and won a
huge game 86-80. Wolff finished with 35 points, shooting
12 for 19 from the field. The
humble 6'3" sharpshooter commented, "This wouldn't have
happened without the great
screens and passes from the
guys. I had the easy part - shooting. That's what I have to do. "
McKelvin (8 assists) added 12
points for the Bantams, who improved to 10-1. The Bantams
shot 53% from the field and held
the Jumbos to just32%. "It was a
•great win for the team. We
played well on both sides of the
court," explained Ogrodnik.
The Bantams will look to
improve their record this week
as they host the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy on Monday
and travel to W.P.I, on Wednesday before returning home on
Saturday to face the Connecticut College Camels. With such
a great crowd for the Tufts game,
Trinity looks to have a strong
following as the Bantams continue their quest for the playoffs.

NESCAC STANDINGS
W-L

Williams
Trinity

14-1
11-1

Tufts

9-2

Colby
Hamilton
Amherst
Bates
Wesleyan
Bowdoin
Conn.
Middlebury

10-3
11-3
9-5
7-5

6-5
6-6

3-8
2-9

We have all you need
• L O W STUDENT/YOUTH AIRFARES
• EURAIL PASSES ISSUED O N THE SPOT!
• iNIBNATENAL SlUDENfyYoUTH ID ORDS

• BUDGET HOTELS • [RAVEL GEAR
• LANGUAGE COURSES
.
• ADVENTURE TOSJBS
• LET'S G O BOOKS
• YOUTH HOSTEL MEMBERHIPS
• WORK ABROAD PERMITS
• STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
FREE "STUDENT TRAVELS" .MAGAZINE
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Put Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is

Hockey Poised To Make Playoff Run

BYMARKMENTONE

BY DONNY GOWAN IH
Sports Writer

>ports Editor

f Jhave a sneaky suspicion tha t there
irei^S;|p;ea.t many athletes, athletic
coa3fetfiiipi©rts fans on this campus
" LO are:}i^||iJ§|peiSe4 to be,They have
a keen intere"s||p:||p|te|St^tee|; jack up
The TripgdM fl|^WppSH stariiea'Mng it
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Going into the Christmas break, the
Trinity College Hockey team was the
hottest team in the E.C.A.C East Division, without question. In that three
week stretch, the Bantams went 6-0-1,
including an upset of top ranked
Middlebury. The Bantams were playing
the kind of hockey that would earn them
a playoff spot in March.
But after their two week vacation,
the Bantams came back to Hartford looking like one of the coldest teams in the
league. They dropped consecutive home
games to Buffalo State and Tufts January
14th and 15th, and the level of play that
they had been at before Christmas just
wasn'tthere. Captain Brendan Monahan
'95 wasn't making excuses when he described the team's play: "We just were
not skating well out there. Everyone can
say that the layoff for Christmas was one
of the problems, but every team has to
deal with that. Wedidn'thave thathunger that we had earlier in the year."
The only good news for the Bantams
was that the two losses were both in
games out of conference. Trinity faced
off against Fairfield on the 17th, their last
non-league game until Wesleyan in late
February. Trinity put in a solid effort
against the Stags, 11-2 overall, and came
out with a 2-1 victory. Terry Long '97
opened up the scoring in the first and
freshman Joe Roberto got the game winner in the second. The win boosted

ESPOSITO
Trinity's record to 7-3-1. Captain Pat
Ashe '95 commented, "It was important
for us to get that win. We needed to stop
the losing streak, and while we didn't
play our best, we got the job done."
Trinity couldn't afford any more
sloppy play as they embarked on the
toughest stretch in their schedule this
past weekend. They traveled up to New
Hampshire to play league games against
New England College Friday night and
St. Anselm in a Saturday matinee. With
thirteen games left on their schedule, 12
of which are against league foes, the
Bantams needed wins to maintain playoff hopes. Against New England Col-

lege, Trinity got goals from six different
players and held on for a 6-5 victory.
Craig Muse '97, Todd Carroll '97, Eric
McGranahan '96, Pat Ashe, Matt Clark
'96 and Billy Hogan '96 all scored for
Trinity. Mike Esposito '95 got the win
between the pipes.
On Saturday /Trinity continued their
winning ways with a 4-2 win over the
Hawks of St. Anselm. Again, the offense
was a balanced attack with four Ban tarns
getting goals. Christian Bruyere'97, Mike
Schultz '98, Carroll, and Roberto had the
goals for Trinity. Jason Pinto'96 gave the
Bantams solid goaltending, proving that
the rotation system between he and
Esposito is effective.
Muse (14 goals) has led the offensive
attack this season. Carroll (12 goals) has
provided a solid complement, and the
two of them have been the driving force
behind the Bantams success.
Looking back at the gnrr.es since
Christmas, itis evident that the two game
losing streak was potentially a good omen
for Trinity. Both games were non-league
and it springboarded the team to three
consecutive wins. The Bantams record
has improved to 9-3-1 overall, but mure
importantly they are 5-1-1 in the league.
They have regained some of the respect
that came to them after their fast start to
the season, and put themselves back in
position to make a run at the playoffs.
Trinity starts a stretch of eight league
games this weekend at Kingswood-Oxford against Babson on Friday a 17:30 PM
and Holy Cross Saturday at 7:00

Get-Ready'lor;Big Game;MitJi Super ;Bowl
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College View Cafe Scoreboard
THIS WEEK IN
BANTAM

Tuesday, Jan. 24
Men's Indoor Track @ Coast Guard
3:30
Wrestling vs. Roger Williams and
W. New England 6:00

Saturday's Indoor Track Results @ Brandeisj
compfledby Chuck Baker

200 M Men
2. Myron Thomas 23.83
|4.JohnKarp
24.01

Shot Put Men
:2. SethPoole 13.53 M
4. Joe Cerreto 12.02

Women
12. Valerie Walker
4. Michele Stone

Long Jump Men
2. Myron Thomas

28.49
28.96

500 M Men
1. TomMcDavitt
1:10.6
2. Clyde EHenne-Modeste 1:11.2

Wednesday, Jan. 25
Men's BasketbaU vs. W.P.I. 7:30
Men's Squash vs. Conn. College
6:30

Women
3. Alexis Colby
5. .Hiz Worthy

Thursday, Jan. 26
Women's Basketball @ Wesleyan
6:00

1600 M Relay Men
2. Bill Bannon, Tom McDavitt, Dave
Aucoin. Clyde Etienne-Modeste 3:38.32

2C1"

400 M Men
4. BillBannon

53.92

Women
4. Christine Seigfried
5. Ebony Roundtree

1:05.9
1:06.26

10:58.75
11:29.20
35 LB Weight Throw Men
1. Tiger Reardon 37' 21/2"
2. Joe DeAngelis 35' 31/4"
3.RobCj^o|ti

3O"

W

Friday, Jan. 27
Men's and Women's Indoor Track @ |
Wesleyan 5:00
Hockey vs. Babson 7:30
Saturday, Jan. 28

Wrestling @ Swarthmore 10:00
Women's Basketball vs. Conn.
College 1:00
Men's and Women's Swimming @
Wheaton 1:00
Women's Squash vs. Princeton 1:00
Men's Basketball vs. Conn. College
3:00
Men's Squash vs. UPENN 3:00
Hockey vs. Holy Cross 7:30
Sunday, Jan.29
Men's Squash vs. Franklin and
Marshall 12:00

[EN'S SQUASH UPDATEl
Trinity continued to dominate its
opponents on the courts this weekend,
easily dispatching of Cornell and
Dartmouth, 9-0 and 8-1 respectively. The
Bantams, now 5-0 on the season, were led
by senior co-captains Harrison Mullin
and Ryan O'Connell, and received
consistent support from Mike Bittner '97,
Adam Beard '95, Austin Perkins '96, Jon
Freeman '98, Steve Gregg '97, Tosh
Belsinger '97> and Ghris Newton '97.

THIS JUST IN!!!
Bantam hoop stars B J. Toolan '95 and
Keith Wolff '96 were named NESCAC
players of the week for women's and
men's basketball respectively. Toolan
averaged 23 points for the week, while
Wolff poured in 48 points in two games.

Men's Basketball-Monday Night
TRINITY 90, USMMA KING'S POINT 61
King's Point (61)-Smith 5-20 3-4 14,
Bradshaw 3-10 0-0 8, Braico 1-4 3-4 5,
Anderson 2-6 1-3 5, Coyne 6-19 4-5 16,
Deines 1-4 2-4 4, Kirsch 0-3 0-0 0,
Wise 3-1.3 0-0 9, Mann 0-0 0-0 0,
TOTALS 21-79 13-20 61.
Trinity (90)-Aiken 3-8 0-0 7, Kinzeler
6-7 4-5 16, Ren 1-2 4-4 6, Wolff 4-8 22 11, McKelvin 6-12 0-0 15, Lotty 2-4
3-4 9, Schonenberg 0-1 0-0 0, Lynch 0-0
0-0 0, Hava 0-0 6-6 6, Calio 2-2 0-0 4,
Safarik 0-0 2-2 2, Moody 3-8 0-0 6,
Gallagher 3-5 0-0 6, Townsend 0-0 0-0
0, Webster 1-4 0-0 2 r TOTALS 31-65 2123 90..
King's Point 31
30
61
Trinity
36
54
90
3-ptrs-KP 6-26 (Smith 1-6, Bradshaw 23, Coyne 0-7, Kirsch 0-1, Wise 3-9), T
7-18 (Aiken 1-3, Reh 0-1, Wolff 1-3,
McKelvin 3-7, Lotty 2-3, Moody 0-1).
REB-KP 40 (Coyne 9 ) , T 54 (Kinzeler 9 ) .
Fouled out—Braico. A—KP 13 (Anderson,
Coyne 3 ) , T 24 (McKelvin 11). Blk-KP 1
(Anderson 1 ) , T 9 (Reh 5 ) . ST-KP 14
(Wise 5 ) , T 10 (Aiken, Moody 3 ) . Tech.
fouls-KP bench 2.
Team Records-KP 5-10, T 11-1.

SAUE $$ At The Uiew
2 Cheeseburgers,
1 Large Fries,
1 Pitcher of Red Dog or Icehouse

Ip 111 w/ coupon
Save $6.50!
Good noon til 6 pm, expires 6/1/95

Watch UConn Basketball
At The View
$4 Pitchers* During Games
w/ Coupon
*=MU's Best.

BJ. TOOLAN'95
Toolan, a 5'7" guard for the
women's basketball team, was named |
NESCAC Player of the Week. She I
averaged 23 points per game, including a career high 31 and a school
record seven three-pointers in a bio wout win against Coast Guard. On the
season, Toolan is averaging 19.91
points, 5.8 rebounds, and 4.45 steals
per game for the undefeated Ban-1
tarns.
B.J. will be leading the charge
for Trinity this week in games against
Wesleyan and Conn College. While
she doesn't get a free pitcher for
being Athlete of the Week, everyone
can raise their glass to her when they
hit the View for Red Dog Night!
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Bantam Hoops Continue Torrid Pace
Men Defy Polls;
Turn Back #1 Tufts

BYALCARBONE
Senior Editor

Whatever the sport,
the polls and standings
ranking the teams are almost always controversial. Be it college football
or basketball, polls always
seem to disagree about
something, the Perm Sta teNebraska college football
fiasco being the most recent example. Last week,
the Trinity College men's
basketball squad was
ranked seventh in the
NCAA Division HI New
England region and Tufts
University was tied for
first. On Saturday night,
in front of a very enthusiastic crowd, the Bantams
defeated the Jumbos 8680 for their fifth consecutive victory. Whether or
not this week's poll
changes remains to be
seen, but nonetheless, the
Bantams have proved
again that they are one of
the top teams in New England.
After
defeating
Middlebury 99-82 in their
last game before the
Christmas break, the Ban-

tams knew that the tough
part of their schedule
would be coming up in
January. Trinity opened
up the second semester
with two convincing wins
over Eastern Nazarene
(99-66) and Emerson (8550). Last Saturday, the
Bantams faced off with
Alvernia College of Pennsylvania, who ranked seventh in the Middle Atlantic Region. In remarkable
fashion, the Bantams prevailed 90-84.
The first half was
close throughout, as Dane
Aiken '95, Troy McKelvin
'96, and Keith Wolff '96
combined to score 37 of
Trinity's 47 points. In the
second half, Wolff and
freshman Craig Moody hit
some big jump shots to
help the Bantams to victory. With Alvernia leading 60-58 early in the second half, Wolff and
Moody combined to score
the next ten points and the
Bantams never trailed
again. In the final minutes,
Wolff and McKelvin hit
ten consecutive free
throws to clinch the vicplease turn to page 20

UConnNot Only
Perfect Team in State

BY JON MOSKOWITZ
Senior Editor

When looking for
undefeated teams in the
state of Connecticut, many
state sports fans would
immediately point to the
UConn basketball programs. But the Trinity
women's basketball team
is 12-0 and off to one of its
best starts ever.
Being undefeated after twelve games is an accomplishment no one expected, including the players. "Coach [Maureen
Pine] asked us yesterday
if we ever expected to be
this successful/' said senior co-captain Patty
Sarmuk. "I don't think
anyone can expect [to be
12-0], but now that it has
happened, it seems like a
realistic point with the
player personnel we
have."

AUCEYAMADA

Dane Aiken bothers the shot of a couple of
Wesleyan players in the Bantam's 78-70 win over the
Cardinals last Tuesday.

Having lost two forwards during the off-season, the coaching staff
turned to the leadership
at guard to carry the team.
Along with Sarmuk,
shooting guard B.J. Toolan
'95 has been unstoppable,

averaging over 19 points
and 5 steals per game. At
the point, junior Kara
Ryczek has seen her game
improve exponentially.
With intense off-season
workouts, Ryczek has increased her playing time
and now leads the team in
shooting
percentage
(61.2%) and assists (52)
while averaging 9.2 points
per game. WithKatherine
Anderson '97 and freshmen Amy Rourke and
Colleen McGlynn, the
depth at the guard position has taken pressure off
of the young forwards.
Freshman forwards
Carolyn Canty and Sarah
Martin have stunned the
league by averaging 9.3
and 6.5 points respectively. Additionally,
Canty leads the team in
rebounds with an average
of 7.8 while averaging just
20 minutes per game. "We
knew about Sarah Martin
'98 before the season
started, but now, having
Canty, Rourke, and
McGlynn, you couldn't
ask for a better surprise,"
said Toolan.
please turn to page 18

Women Squash
Dartmouth
BY BRYAN SATTER
Sports Editor

"What the hell am I
doing?!" screamed Kate
Whitmore. It was the
middle of the third game
of her match against
Sascha Greatrex of the
Dartmouth Big Green on

last year. "I just had to
stay in there and be patient . . . not try to get off
the court too quickly. It's
definitely nice to get a win
under my belt."
On Saturday, almost
all of the Bantams were
victorious, rebounding
from a 7-2 loss to Yale ear-

"The win [Saturday] was a great
confidence builder, and the team did a
lot of things right." —Coach Bartlett
Saturday afternoon, and
her frustration was
mounting. The senior captain from Rochester, NY,
was still searching for her
first win of the women's
squash season.
Despite beingranked
in the top ten nationally,
Whitmore carried an 0-3
record into the match, and
was coming off a disappointing loss to Yale on
Wednesday. Although
shelostthegame,shecame
back to win the match 3-1,
and led the Bantams to an
8-1 team victory.
"I hadn't been very
confident on the court this
season," said Whitmore, a
First-Team Ail-American

lier in the week, and improving their record to 3-1
on the year. Trinity had
been ranked fourth nationally before the Yale match.
Against Dartmouth,
four women swept their
matches, including junior
Carolyn Young, who ran
her record to a sterling 40. Katie Riefenheiser '97,
Anne Chick '96, and
Amanda Tucker '98 also
breezed through their
matches undefeated.
Overall the Bantams were
more aggressive than they
had been all season.
"The win [Saturday]
was a great confidence
builder, and the team did
a lot of things right," said

1 H i e women's swimming team leaves the blocks at the start of a race daring Saturday's
i home meet with Brandeis. Both the men's and women's teams came away victorious this
j weekend. Read about their new training method OH page IS.

coach Wendy Bartlett.
"We did an excellent job
of driving the ball deep
into the corner to make it
tough on our opponents.
It was key to limit their
options."
Freshman sensation
Serena Carbonell did an
excellent job of applying
her coach's philosophy in
her match
against

Dartmouth's Heather
Duckworth. Playing in
the second position on the
team, Carbonell was masterful over her foe, driving the ball deep, and then
punishing Duckworth
with a wicked cross court
drop shot in the right corner. At one point during
the match, as Carbonell
had again executed the

shot to perfection,
Dartmouth coach Chris
Schutz Brownell screamed
out in mock sarcasm "That
shot isn't that great!!"
Carbonell
outlasted
Duckworth in many long,
athletic points, and even
came back from a 3-8 deficit in game one, to win the
match 3-1.
Probably the most

ALICE YAMADA

important match of the
day, however, was
Whitmore's. Her victory
was immeasurable in
terms of building the
team's confidence, as well
asher own. "Withthesoftball, the ball was kept in
play a lot, so Kate would
hit a winner and the girl
would still return it," said
please turn to page 20

